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YouTube channel at 
Youtube.com/ 

Triathlete

Find imagery and inspiration 
on Instagram: 
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TriathleteMagazine

Find us on Twitter: 
@TriathleteMag

Let’s circle up on  
Google+: Triathlete

LET’S CONNECT!
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Road to 

RIO
The 2016 Olympic 

Games are one 
year away and 

this month Rio De 
Janeiro will host a 
triathlon test event 

with big qualification 
implications. 

Follow the action at 
Triathlete.com/ 
racecoverage.

STAY ON 
TRACK!

Has an injury 
derailed your 
2015 season 

goals? Find key 
exercises for 

every common 
ailment that 

triathletes face. 
Triathlete.com/

injuryprevention

SIP ON THIS
Think beyond coconut  
water and sports drinks  
and try out these unique 
drinks with value for 
triathletes. Learn about the 
benefits of maple water,  
tart cherry juice and more. 
Triathlete.com/ 
uniquedrinks

TRAINING 
DAY WITH 
TIM DON

Tag along with 
2015 Ironman 

70.3 North 
American champ 
Tim Don for his 
workouts in his 
training base of 
Boulder, Colo. 

Triathlete.com/
timdontrains

BEAT THE HEAT
Swimming, biking 

and running won’t be 
enough preparation if 
you’ve got a warm-

climate, long-distance 
race on the schedule. 
LifeSport coach Lance 
Watson explains what 
you should do before 
and during your race 

to best cope with  
hot conditions.  

Triathlete.com/
hotironman

RYF’S REIGN
Get to know defending 

Ironman 70.3 world 
champion (and this 

month’s cover athlete) 
Daniela Ryf.  

Triathlete.com/
danielaryf
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NormaTec is my secret recovery weapon.
—Craig Alexander, 5x World Champion

THE NORMATEC 
RECOVERY SYSTEM 

NormaTec is the leader in rapid 
recovery—dynamic compression 
systems give a competitive edge to 
the world’s elite coaches and athletes.

NormaTec Recovery Systems enhance 
circulation, reduce blood lactate 
levels, and relieve muscle soreness.

TRAIN HARDER. RECOVER 
FASTER. PERFORM BETTER. 
NORMATECRECOVERY.COM

CROWIE’S VIEW OF RECOVERY
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AS WE SEND THIS ISSUE OFF TO PRESS, WE’RE JUST COMING OFF THE FOURTH  
of July weekend, one of my favorite times of the year not only for its 
festiveness and spirit, but also because the holiday means it’s Tour de 
France time. Phil Liggett’s excitable commentary, heart achingly beautiful 
scenery, Herculean efforts by cycling’s biggest stars day after day—it’s like 
Christmas in July. There’s been no shortage of drama in the first few days 
of this year’s Tour, with multiple rider crashes. Most times a rider will 
untangle himself from the peloton, get right back on his bike and forge on 
with a shredded jersey and/or bloodied body. A lot of people are using the 
example of these resilient, tough-as-nails riders to prove their case that 
cycling is the world’s toughest sport. 

After following Jan Frodeno’s race at the Ironman European Cham-
pionship in Frankfurt, it’s clear to me that superhuman status isn’t ex-
clusive to Le Tour leaders. What Frodeno achieved—a new course re-
cord (7:49:48) in triple-digit temperatures—was kind of miraculous. His 

4:08:43 bike split was also a new record, and 
Frodeno proved that he could outride the 
defending Ironman world champion, Se-
bastian Kienle. (On the women’s side, cover 
athlete Daniela Ryf also set a smokin’ course 
record of 8:51.) While it may not come as 
a major shock that the 2008 Olympic gold 
medalist has made such a successful transi-
tion to non-drafting racing, I think Frodeno 
possesses a quality that has served him well 
in long-course triathlon: the ability to push 
through the suffering. 

There are so many uncomfortable moments 
in a triathlon that present two choices: give 
in or fight on. No matter how well you are 
trained or how fit you are, an Ironman is going 
to hurt. Of course it’s not smart/advisable/safe 
to blindly push through pain, which is why 
it’s important to get familiar with your upper 
limit in training, but it’s the athlete who can 
best tolerate or assimilate the suffering that 
will prevail. Triathlon is a game of attrition—
whoever slows down the least wins.  

Learning to embrace the suffering takes practice. I’ve been trying to 
“rewire” my brain in my own training. I’ll take my effort level on the 
trainer to my upper limit and hold it for longer intervals and let my sens-
es absorb the feeling, do a little dance with the discomfort—the lactic 
acid burning in my legs, the heartbeat pounding in my eardrums, the rise 
and fall of my chest. And then I bring the effort back down and appreciate 
the control, the stasis, that returns. (It always does.) Confidence—not to 
mention new fitness—comes from periodically taking yourself to that red 
line and learning to be OK with how it feels as well as trusting you’re 
capable of sustaining the effort. 

I’ll never underestimate the importance of proper training, but I also 
believe the heart is capable of two outputs—one that can be measured in 
beats and one that cannot. Jan Frodeno, just like those Tour riders, seems 
to appreciate the merits of both. 
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EDITOR’S

Julia Beeson Polloreno, Editor-in-Chief
 @JuliaPolloreno

SKIRT SPORTS 
I recently sat down with Skirt 
Sports founder and former 
pro Nicole DeBoom to 
learn about her company’s 
#REALwomenmove initiative. 
She’s all about making 
women feel empowered 
both on and off the race 
course. Learn more: 
Triathlete.com/skirtsports 

SUFFER BETTER TRIDOLATRY
current obsessions

SOLEUS ONE
I get plenty of use out of my 
fully loaded Garmin, but 
sometimes it’s nice to keep 
things simple, especially 
on the run. Enter the Soleus 
One. This easy-to-use watch 
has GPS functionality and is 
affordable ($79). The large 
display shows time, pace 
and distance, and the watch 
comes in five colors, including 
mint. Soleusrunning.com

PELOTON CYCLE
I’ve been using the Peloton 
Cycle app to stream spin 
classes at home. You can 
choose from a variety of 
instructors (Robin Arzon!), the 
music will keep your pedals 
turning, and the workouts 
are challenging. You can 
use your bike on a trainer or 
buy the Peloton stationary 
bike and take part in the 
live leaderboard rankings. 
Pelotoncycle.com
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What mental trick 
has helped you 
the most in your 
workouts or races?

Counting! During  
rough patches, it helps 
to focus on something 

that doesn’t  
require much thinking 
but helps time pass  

faster.

When doing intervals or speed work  
I talk myself into completing small  
segments.  I tell myself “you can do 
anything for 5 seconds” and keep 
repeating that over and over again. 

I convince myself  
that I’m running 

shorter distances 
than I actually am, e.g., 

four 5K’s instead  
of a half-marathon.  
In my head, each 5K 

is its own race.

Pretty simple—
thinking of 

the post-race 
party!

Going blank. I try 
not to think about 

anything specifically 
except keeping my 
shoulders relaxed. 



©2014 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries
1When used with HRM-Run™ monitor; included with some models, sold separately on others. 2When used with heart rate. 
3 Compatible with Bluetooth® Smart Ready phones. See Garmin.com/ble. Android devices must also use Garmin Connect 
Mobile app to enable smart notifi cations.

Forerunner® 920XT

From the company that designed the world’s fi rst multisport GPS devices comes 
a watch that’s qualifi ed to guide the training of elite and amateur athletes alike. 
Introducing Forerunner 920XT — with advanced features including running 
dynamics1, VO2 max estimate2, live tracking and smart notifi cations3. 

Garmin.com/qualifi ed

Timothy O’Donnell
Professional Triathlete

THERE’S A REASON 
WE’VE CROSSED 
THE FINISH LINE 

AT KONA 
SO MANY TIMES.

WE’VE BEEN 
TRAINING 
SINCE 2003.
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letters

DON’T FEAR THE THIGH
By now, I imagine your inbox has been 
fl ooded with the usual complaints re-
garding the annual “Swimsuit Issue” 
and the perceived unequal treatment 
of men vs. women, in particular, the 
“skintillating” showcase of women 
compared to men. First, let me say 

this year’s issue was a welcome re-
prieve that featured actual athletes, 
both male and female. If I had a com-
plaint, it would not be editorial. Let’s 
face facts: The contemporary North 
American male fears to bare his thighs 
in public, and your choices for men’s 
fashion swimwear in the July 2015 is-
sue reflect this fashion trend. I don’t 
know when the trend began (granted, 
triathletes were slow to catch on) but it 
needs to be stopped, now!  Board shorts 
are something to wear to the supermar-
ket. And I’ve purchased only one pair 
of jammers, ever. How can anyone en-
dure all that fabric bunching up in their 
crotch? I swim in briefs, I love the free-
dom of movement. Spouses and part-
ners, buy your guy a brief. If you think 
he’ll need a step-down program, start 
him out on the square-leg brief. Guys, if 
you’ve ever really wanted to but were a 
bit timid, consider it a bold act of male 
liberation. There’s nothing to fear. The 
time is nigh to free the thigh!
—GENE YATES, BAKER CITY, ORE.

We want to hear from you! Send your letters to TriLetters@competitorgroup.com. 
Please include your name and city. Letters may be edited for length and clarity. 

We have a winner! 

Congrats to Ryan Currie, 32, of Seattle for winning 
a 2015 Felt IA 2, valued at $10,000, through this 
year’s Triathlete Buyer’s Guide sweepstakes.

A word from Ryan: 
I’m an avid amateur triath-

lete, and I was planning on a 
race-light year so I could focus 
on my swim and bike endur-
ance. Once I received the news 
about an amazing early birth-
day present, a fresh charge 
sparked through me. I’m al-
ready planning to aim high 
next year, with hopes to place 
in my age group across each 
Ironman distance. Thank you 
Felt and Triathlete for a great 
upgrade and making this hap-
pen. Race on!
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404 FIRESTRIKE™ TUBULAR
58mm DEPTH1395g WHEELSET

27.8mm EXTERNAL

AERODYNAMIC BOUNDARY
LAYER CONTROL (ABLC®)

CeramicSpeed® Bearings

ImPress™ Graphics

THE NEW FIRESTRIKE
LIMITED AVAILABILITY, UNLIMITED CAPABILITIES. From the 

designers of speed comes the 404 Firestrike Tubular, our most 

advanced wheel, period. All of our latest technologies crafted 

into one wheel for unmatched aero performance, durability and 

stability. Also available as a Carbon Clincher. Learn more at zipp.com
UNRELENTING (RE)EVOLUTION
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In her first win 
at the distance, 
American Heather 
Jackson battled 
tough competition 
and even tougher 
weather conditions 
(over 100-degree 
heat) to earn the 
Ironman Coeur 
d’Alene victory 
in 9:23:27—17 
minutes ahead of 
her next competitor. 
The elated Jackson 
tweeted afterward, 
“Did that just 
happen??...Will 
never forget today.” 
She will put her hot 
temp experience 
to use at the start 
of her first pro 
Ironman World 
Championship in 
October.

PHOTOGRAPH BY  
NILS NILSEN / IRONMAN

FIRST 
WAVE
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Available in bookstores; bike, tri, and running shops; 
and online. Read a chapter at velopress.com/fix.

FEEL BETTER

Gut issues, headaches, food cravings—
is your daily diet wearing you down?

PERFORM BETTER

Find out for sure with 
The Athlete’s Fix. 

The Athlete’s Fix will help you 
find your problem foods—and  
the foods that make you feel 
and perform your best.

Dietitian Pip Taylor offers a 
smart, three-step program 
to help you fuel workouts 
while isolating specific food 
intolerances. You’ll improve 
your daily diet, cut out 
common irritants, then add 
back foods until you feel 
great enjoying your own 
personalized clean diet. 

Feel better and perform 
better with The Athlete’s Fix.
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Well known as the first out of 
the water at many races, pro 

Dr. Amanda Stevens sights 
her way to the swim finish at 
Ironman Coeur d’Alene. The 
water temperature reached 

more than 73 degrees, making 
it a non-wetsuit swim for the 

pros. Stevens went on to swim a 
54:14 and take second  
overall at the hot race. 

  PHOTOGRAPH BY NILS NILSEN / IRONMAN

TRIBE  /  PRO PANEL  /  GEAR UP  /  TRAIN SMART  /  TRIATHLIFE
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TRIBE

WHY GO 
CLIPLESS? 
One of the first 
upgrades to 
make to a road 
or triathlon bike 
should be a 
pedal system, 
cycling shoes and 
cleats (known as 
“clipless pedals”). 
When your foot is 
attached, you can 
pedal efficiently 
throughout the 
entire circle of 
the pedal stroke. 
Although it takes 
a little practice 
to clip in and out—
don’t worry, we’ve 
all suffered the 
humiliation of the 
slo-mo fall at some 
point—you’ll get 
the most out of 
each rotation and 
have more power 
on the bike. 

RACES WE’RE 
EXCITED ABOUT

Nautica Malibu Triathlon
Sept. 19-20, Malibu, Calif.
Nauticamalibutri.com
Celebrity sightings abound at the Nautica Malibu Triathlon, 
which features two short-distance races with a scenic swim in 
the Pacifi c Ocean. In previous years, stars such as Matthew Mc-
Conaughey and Jennifer Lopez have participated to help raise 
money for the Children’s Hospital Los Angeles’ Pediatric Cancer 
Research Program (last year, the event raised $1.35 million).  

Ironman 70.3 Santa Cruz
Sept. 13, Santa Cruz, Calif. 
Ironman.com
This fi rst-year Ironman 70.3 race (formerly the Big Kahuna 
Triathlon) gives athletes a chance to experience California’s 
temperate climate, breathtaking coastline and redwood forests 
before a fi nish on the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, the oldest 
amusement park in the state.

ITU World Triathlon Series Grand Final Chicago
Sept. 15-19, Chicago
Chicago.triathlon.org
The extremely competitive ITU World Triathlon Series will cul-
minate in the U.S. this year with a high-points, high-paying race 
for professional athletes. Age-groupers from all over the globe 
will be representing their home countries in the short-course 
races before getting to watch the elite athletes give them a taste 
of how the 2016 Olympic Games triathlon might play out. 

DRINK UP
If you have trouble 

remembering to drink water 
throughout the day, the 

MyHydrate “smart” bottle 
($40, Myhydrate.com) may 
be for you. It has an easy-
to-install battery-operated 

disc that keeps track of your 
fl uid intake throughout the 
day and, after 60 minutes 

of inactivity, beeps to 
remind you to drink. The 
dishwasher-safe, BPA-free 

plastic bottle holds 22 
ounces, and it signals one 

of eight LED lights after 
every estimated 8 ounces 
of water consumption in 
24 hours. The bottle also 

comes with a “spa infuser,” 
which allows you to fl avor 
your water or drink with 

fruit or herbs. The company 
plans to add a stainless 
steel bottle ($50) and a 

MyHydrate tracking app by 
the end of this year.  
—BETHANY LEACH MAVIS 

NEWBIE TIP

clever gear 

ALERT



®

ANKLE / KNEE / BACK / SHOULDER / WRIST

www.kingbrand.com

Training is tough on the body. KingBrand’s BFST® Wraps 

are designed to heal injuries quickly and effectively by 

focusing energy deep within the injured area, stimulating 

blood flow in the underlying tissue to heal your injury. 

Visit our website to learn how KingBrand’s full line 

of BFST® and ColdCure® Wraps for backs, shoulders, 

elbows, knees, wrists and ankles will keep you training 

like a king.

TRAIN LIKE A KING
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check inPRO PANEL

Tim Snow is a former pro triathlete and is now a USAT  
Level 2 and QT2 Systems Level 3 Coach.

Q
A: Sleep: In the week after a 

preparatory race get plenty 
of sleep in order to allow the 
body to generate the recov-
ery-promoting compound 
HGH. Get eight to 10 hours, 
every night!  

Eat: What you put into your 
body is just as important 
as the training that you do.  
After a race, focus on foods 
that are dense in nutrients 
and antioxidants. Fruits, 
veggies, lean meats, dairy, 
nuts and seeds help refortify 
your body and repair the 
damage done during racing. 
Beet juice can reduce the 
inflammatory effects of 

It is pretty common 
practice for athletes training 
for a half- or full Ironman 
to compete in one or more 
preparatory races. Because 
long-course races are such 
a tremendous undertaking, 
you should give yourself an 
opportunity to test things 
out, get a good feel for the 
effort that will be required 
on race day and discover any 
new-found strengths or lim-
iters. So, how do we ensure 
recovery, yet also continue to 
prepare for the longer event, 
some weeks down the line?  

Focus on the basics! The 
post-race week should allow 
you to concentrate on what 
really matters: sleep/rest, eating 
nutrient-dense foods, hydrating 
and maintaining a sound mind.  

racing and cut recovery to 
a fraction of what it would 
otherwise be.

Drink: Drink 90 ounces of 
water per day—consuming 
above and beyond what 
is lost in sweat will flush 
toxins and help your body 
endure the rigors of training.

Think: The mind-body 
connection is undeniable. 
Recovery from races should 
center around this connec-
tion. Doing all of the above 
will ensure that the body is 
taken care of, will keep the 
mind sharp and will stoke 
the fire in your belly.  

dear coach  
WITH TIM SNOW 

HOW SHOULD I TREAT THE WEEK 
       AFTER A RACE IF I’M PREPARING 
      FOR A LONGER ONE IN A MONTH?

Take this racing and 
training tip from 

three-time Ironman 
world champ 

Craig “Crowie” 
Alexander, who’s 

always been a big 
promoter of building 
core strength for all 
three disciplines: 

“Your core is where 
you generate your 
power from,” he 

says. “In swimming, 
biking and running 

a strong core is 
important whether 
you’re trying to win 

a world title or trying 
to finish a race. Hav-

ing a strong core 
is a little bit of a 

misnomer; it’s more 
about activation and 
knowing how to turn 
it on. You have to 
turn those muscles 
on then hold the 

pelvis stable so that 
you can generate 
the force and the 

power.”

what the 

PROS 
KNOW
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SIMPLE  
ADDUCTION
Weakness in hip adductor muscles 
can be the root of other injuries. 

BY SUSAN LACKE

Are you prone to knee injuries? Weak 
hip adductors might be to blame. “These 
inner-thigh muscles are very important 
for a lot of different athletic motions, but 
one of the key functions of these mus-
cles during swimming, biking and run-
ning is stabilizing the pelvis and knee,” 
says Kevin Laudner, Ph.D., a certified 
athletic trainer and professor of kinesi-
ology at Illinois State University. “When 
working in concert with other muscles, 
the adductors keep the hips and knees 
balanced, creating a natural alignment 
during these athletic motions.” 

Weakness in hip adductor muscles 
can cause changes in biomechanics, 
resulting in decreased athletic perfor-
mance and increased risk of injury. 
Strengthening these muscles, however, 
is not complicated. In a recent study 
published in The Journal of Sport Re-
habilitation, Laudner and colleagues 
identified some simple exercises to best 
activate the hip adductors.

“Our study showed that these exer-
cises produced the highest levels of 
muscle activation, so you know you are 
getting the most out of your adductors,” 
Laudner says.

For ideal results, he suggests triath-
letes perform these exercises in three 
sets of 12–15 repetitions, 2–3 times per 
week.

Lie on your back with your 
knees bent and a small 

squishy ball placed between 
your knees. Draw in your 

abdominals and hold as you 
squeeze the ball between your 

knees for 10 seconds. 

Stand on your right leg and 
put your left foot on top of an 
exercise ball, leg extended to 

your side. Roll the exercise ball 
toward you by bringing your 
leg in and slowly roll it back 

after a short pause. Alternate 
sides after each set.

Stand with your feet parallel facing 
forward and hip-width apart. Lunge 
to the side with your right leg, then 

lower your body as you bend the 
right knee to 90 degrees. Press 

through the right heel to return to 
standing, then repeat on left side.

BALL  
SQUEEZES

SIDE 
LUNGES

STANDING 
ADDUCTION 
ON A SWISS 

BALL



RACE THROUGH  
THE PAIN?
A doctor’s advice for when to  
call it quits before a race   
BY JORDAN D. METZL, M.D.

MED TENT

WHEN DO YOU PULL THE PLUG ON A BIG 
sporting event? Is it worth starting 
and perhaps hurting yourself even 
more? The questions are simple, but 
the answers are more complicated. 

Having dealt with these issues 
with my patients for some time, 
here’s the algorithm that seems to 
make the most sense. First of all, 
is there a risk for a more serious or 
severe injury? If so, the answer is 
immediate: Don’t do it.

If there is little risk of further inju-
ry, what will the experience be like? 
Agonizing? Fun? A mix? Will the 
pain be so great that you can’t per-
form the way you normally would?

My general rule here is that if pain 
limits an athlete’s ability to perform 
normally, it’s best to stop. Why? 
Because injuries from improper form 
can take months to heal and create 
even worse problems than the one 
you’re dealing with now.

Another good strategy: Consult 
with your doctor, not your coach. 
Your coach wants you in the game, 
but your doctor will be straight with 
you about your risks. Consider all of 
these factors when deciding whether 
to “play with the pain.”

New York City 
sports medicine 
specialist Jordan 
D. Metzl, M.D. is a 
29-time marathon 
finisher and 10-time 
Ironman. His book, 

The Athlete’s Book of Home Remedies, 
has more than 1,000 tips to fix all types 
of injuries and medical conditions.

check in
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Stand with your feet in 
a wide stance and toes 
turned out. Lower yourself 
down into a squat by 
bending your knees. 
Once your thighs are 
parallel the floor, rise up 
steadily and repeat.

ROTATIONAL 
SQUAT

Stand with your legs straight and toes pointed forward. 
Step back diagonally with your right foot, pointing the toes 

outward. Drop into a deep squat, keeping your right foot 
flat on the floor while letting the toes of your left foot rise. 

Return to start and repeat with left leg.

SUMO 
SQUATS

ARE YOUR HIP 
ADDUCTORS  
IN BALANCE? 
TWO SIMPLE 
TESTS TO  
FIND OUT:
Lie on the 
floor on your 
side, placing 
weight on 
your hip. Move 
the opposite 
(upper) hip 
and leg so it is 
resting behind 
the lower leg. 
Lift the lower 
leg off of the 
floor. If this 
is easy and 
doesn’t cause 
any pain try 
to add some 
resistance with 
a resistance 
band, ankle 
weight, or 
force applied 
by a friend. 
Repeat on 
opposite side. 
The amount of 
strength noted 
should be 
equal.

Squats can 
also be a 
telltale sign of 
hip adductor 
weakness, 
says Laudner: 
“If your knees 
point outward 
during a squat 
then there 
could be an 
imbalance of 
hip strength 
with your hip 
adductors 
being weaker 
than the 
reciprocal hip 
muscles (hip 
abductors).” 
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HARDWARE The dial retention 

system is easy to access 
and adjust as you start 
out on the bike course. 
And for anyone with 
long hair, the dial is at 
the perfect height to 
accommodate a low- to 
mid-head ponytail.

The short tail empties 
airfl ow out via two 
vents in the back.

It comes with integrat-
ed smoke (pictured) 

or clear lens options, 
which pop off (some-

what aggressively, 
heads up) if you want 

to swap them or remove 
the shield entirely. 

During a race, you can 
move the lens slightly 

away from your eyes for 
enhanced airfl ow.

The helmet has a
 snug fi t, especially 

around the ears, but 
once on, it gives the feel 

of being one with your 
head. In comes in small 

or medium-large.

The Wasp Air is a shorter, stubbier version of the 
Wasp—which the company claims is the world’s 
fastest TT helmet—and is slightly lighter at 380 grams 
(versus 475 grams). The idea is that during long-
course events, you’re often shifting your head around 
so much that a long-tailed helmet could act as a sail 
and cost you in the aerodynamics department.

The versatile Lazer Wasp Air takes 
into account the position changes during 
long-course racing. BY JENÉ SHAW

Lazer Wasp Air, $300 
Lazersport.com
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INSIDE MY GEAR BAG

with  
SARAH PIAMPIANO

6

2

1 ROKA WOMEN’S SIM PRO 
SHORTS ($119, Rokasports.com) “A 
great way to get added buoyancy.”

2 FINIS TEMPO TRAINER PRO 
($50, Finisinc.com)

3 SHIMANO SH-R321 road 
shoes ($380, Shimano.com) “My 
absolute favorite pair of cycling 
shoes—I use them in all my races 
now.”

4 RUDY PROJECT AIRSTORM 
helmet ($175, E-rudy.com)

5 TRADER JOE’S OMEGA TREK MIX  
($5.99, Traderjoes.com)

6 SAUCONY APPAREL  
(Bullet Tight Short, $48; Daybreak 
Tank, $42; Breeze Vest, $75, 
Saucony.com) “The Breeze Vest 
is the perfect extra layer for cool 
mornings.”

7 TRADER JOE’S RAW ALMOND 
BUTTER CRUNCHY ($7.99, 
Traderjoes.com) “I always travel 
with at least one jar.”

8 CLIF PRODUCTS (Shot Bloks 
Energy Chews, $2.29; Electrolyte 
Hydration Drink Mix single-serve 
packets, $1.99; Shot Energy 
Gel, $1.29; Builder’s Protein Bar 
Chocolate Mint, $1.99; Kit’s 
Organic Fruit + Nut Bar, $1.59, 

Clifbar.com) “I use the electrolyte 
drink, Bloks and gels in training, 
and the Builder Bar is a must for  
post-training! I eat the Kit’s 
Organic Bars as an on-the-go 
snack.” 

9 RUDY PROJECT ZYON ($225, 
E-rudy.com) “My go-to race 
glasses, these are amazing on the 
bike and for running.” 

 

10 SAUCONY WOMEN’S TYPE A6 
($100, Saucony.com) “The best 
for racing!”

11 RUDY PROJECT SPINHAWKS  
($150, E-rudy.com) 

12 POLAR V800 run computer 
($450, Polar.com)

13 TICTAC MINTS ($1.17, Target.
com) “I can’t help it—I’m a sucker 
for the orange ones.” 

1

check in

The 34-year-old Maine native did her first triathlon when, after a few too 
many drinks, she bet her friend that she could beat him in a triathlon with 
no training. Piampiano not only won the bet but also found a new career 
path—one that inspired her to ditch her high-pressure investment banking 
career and partying lifestyle. A lifelong athlete, she found early success in 
amateur racing (including a top American amateur finish at the Ironman 
World Championship) then turned pro in late 2011. She won Ironman 70.3 
New Orleans in 2012—her third race as a pro—and has been working 
her way up the triathlon ranks. She fractured her femur last year, which 
sidelined her for six months, but the strong cyclist and runner bounced back 
with another 70.3 New Orleans victory this year. Piampiano, who lives near 
San Francisco and is coached by Matt Dixon of Purplepatch Fitness, recently 
created Thehabitproject.net, aimed at helping other people break unhealthy 
patterns in their own lives through a daily challenge. 

5

9

13
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I’M A TRIATHLETE check in

DREAMING 
(AND DOING) BIG
John Young is blazing a trail for triathletes 
with dwarfi sm. BY SUSAN LACKE

JOHN YOUNG IS ALWAYS THE 
shortest person at every race 
he does. Standing at four feet, 
four inches, the triathlete is 
used to puzzled looks from 
his competitors. The bewil-
derment of race participants 
usually continues as Young 
racks his bike, a customized 
child’s mountain bike modi-
fi ed with 20-inch wheels, on 
the racks next to full-sized 
triathlon bikes.

In addition to his 
modifi ed child’s 
mountain bike, Young 
has found ways to 
adapt equipment to 
meet his training and 
racing needs. Some of 
his modifi cations:

“I use a two-piece 
wetsuit. I have a 
sleeveless Orca top 
along with neoprene 
shorts that were 
originally intended for 
kayakers.” 

“I run in women’s 
shoes (size 6.5) and 
have found both 
K-Swiss and New 
Balance shoes that 
work great.”

“I have to be careful 
to use the shortest tri 
shorts possible, as 
many current brands 
actually go well past 
my knees.”

“IT ACTUALLY BOTHERS ME WHEN PEOPLE SEE 
ME RACE AND SAY, ‘IF HE CAN DO IT, I CAN DO 

IT.’ THAT REALLY IGNORES ALL THE HARD WORK 
AND TRAINING I’VE DONE TO GET THERE.”  
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“Like virtually everything I 
use in life, not much is made 
for me,” Young says, “but I 
have learned how to adjust.”

Young has achondroplasia, 
a genetic disorder resulting 
in an average-sized torso 
with shorter arms and legs. It 
is the most common type of 
dwarfi sm, affecting approx-
imately 80 percent of “little 
people” worldwide.

Most people with achon-

droplasia fi nd exercise 
challenging: Lower back 
problems, weaker muscles, 
and complications with 
spinal pressure often make 
running uncomfortable. 
Young, however, has found 
ways to thrive in endurance 
sports. Since 2008, Young 
has crossed the fi nish line 
of more than 30 triathlons, 
including four half-iron-dis-
tance races. Additionally, he 
ran a 5:57:42 marathon in 
November 2014, qualifying 
in the mobility-impaired 
division for the 2015 Boston 
Marathon (he fi nished in 
6:39:52). His goal is to one 
day take on an Ironman.

“With shorter arms and 
legs, it takes more strokes 
to swim or steps to run the 
same distance as an aver-
age-sized triathlete,” says 
Young. “I have done the 
calculations and determined 
with my 20-inch wheels, 
I need to pedal at least 35 
percent more revolutions in 
order to go the same distance 
as someone using a 27-inch 
wheel.”

Though some may fi nd 
that extra work daunting, 
Young sees it as fuel for his 
fi re. His goal is not to inspire 
others, but to rid the world of 
excuses.

“It actually bothers me 
when people see me race and 
say, ‘If he can do it, I can do 
it.’ That really ignores all the 
hard work and training I’ve 
done to get there,” he says. 
“You have to want to do it. 
When people tell me, ‘I could 
never do that,’ my response 
has always been, ‘That’s 
because you don’t want to do 
it.’ Your will has to be stron-
ger than your won’t.” 
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“[After a day of 
training], the posi-
tives of coming home 
to someone who is 
really excited to see 
you outweighs the 
tired factor. I’m only 
going to race for a 
certain amount of 
time and then I’m go-
ing to retire, but I’ll 
always have my kids. 
The family thing is 
more important at 
this point.”

“Tr ying to be done 
early is the biggest 
thing—to get done 
before nap time is 
over so I can be there 
when the kids wake 
up. Plan everything 
around them. Keep 
your priorities 
straight. Don’t obsess 
over your training, 
no matter how big of 
a race it seems.”

FAMILY MATTERS
TriRock Philadelphia  champions share advice on making 
triathlon and family relationships work. BY JENÉ SHAW

The two-triathlete household
Pro Alicia Kaye is married to 2008 Olympian 
(and Rio 2016 hopeful) Jarrod Shoemaker. She 
gives this insight on what it’s like to be married 
to another athlete and how they help each other 
through the ups and downs of racing.

“There are a lot 
of pros and cons to 
being married to 
another professional 
triathlete. One of the 
biggest pros is that 
we just get it. You get 
it on the days when 
you’re so tired, and 
you’re moody and 
you’re stressed over 
travel. You just look 
at the other person 
and realize, ‘Whoa, 
I’m making dinner to-
night.’ You can kind 
of lean on each other 
a little bit.”

“Wh en one of us 
isn’t doing well but 
the other one is, it’s ac-
tually really nice and 
motivating. Because 
you almost care more 
about how the other 
person is doing than 
yourself. I’m more 
nervous for Jarrod 
to race than I am for 
myself to race. When 
I see him do well, it’s 
the best feeling in the 
world. And I think 
when he’s not doing 
well, he looks to me 
for motivation. So we 
kind of work off of 
each other and that’s 
what’s worked for 
us to stay happy as a 
husband and wife.”

“We don’t try to
coach each other—
that’s what our 
coaches are for. 
We’ve been doing 
this long enough to 
where we both have 
that information 
dancing in our heads 
already, so [before a 
race], it’s more like 
that cheesy stuff your 
mom tells you, like 
‘You’ll do great!’”

“I’ve learned in 
the last few years to 
be his wife and not 
his training partner 
who would under-
stand technically 
how he’s feeling. You 
never need to remind 
an athlete that 
they could’ve done 
something better—if 
anything, they’re too 
hard on themselves, 
and that’s defi nitely 
Jarrod. I just let him 
know I support him 
regardless of how 
poorly his race went, 
and [focus on] being 
a sounding board and 
listening, and just let-
ting him process his 
performance whether 
it was good or bad.”

Juggling a family while training
Cameron Dye has two young kids (ages 1 and 
3), and a busy training and racing schedule 
doing both short-course non-drafting races and, 
as of recently, Ironman 70.3. He shares what he’s 
learned from being a full-time professional athlete 
while maintaining a healthy family balance.

“I go to races and 
hang out with a lot of 
26-, 27-, 28-year-olds 
with no kids or no 
mortgages, and you 
sometimes think, 
‘That would be so 
much easier to train,’ 
but at the end of the 
day, I’d be coming 
home to that same 
apartment that I did 
when I was 25 and 
wishing I had what I 
do now.”

“Tr ain when it’s 
OK to train. Don’t 
sacrifi ce time with 
your kids or make it 
hard on your wife. I 
think that’s why [my 
wife] Natalie is so 
supportive of me—
she knows I try re-
ally hard to be there 
when I’m supposed 
to be there.” 
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THIS I KNOW
Those of us who are accustomed to 

smelling like chlorine or putting lube in 
all sorts of surprising places have some 

advice for you, the new triathlete.  
BY MEREDITH ATWOOD

O 
ne of the most common questions I am asked 
is: “What is your best advice for me—a 
newbie triathlete?” To which I usually 
respond, “When I started the sport, I was the 

size of a small whale. This irony was not lost on me 
when the best wetsuit for me was, in fact, an Orca 
brand wetsuit. In that wonderful moment, I learned 
to never take myself too seriously. That’s my best 
advice—never take yourself too seriously. We do this 
sport for fun. Very few of us are actually feeding our 
families via swim, bike and run.” »

check in



We do more than just make
 great saddles

These original aero 
extensions are designed to 
help solve wrist soreness. 

These fit most aero bars and 
will give you more aero speed 

along with long distance 
comfort.

Ladies, learn how to choose a saddle that can 
really give you comfort. We are the leaders in 
innovative saddle designs and we have great 

advice to help you make the best choice.
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During my first triathlon in 2010, I 
learned that a low-speed tip-over on 
the bike in front of a crowd is a normal 
rite of passage. I did not, contrary to 
my belief at the time, die from embar-
rassment. I did find that forgetting to 
tie my shoes before the run can prove 
slightly problematic. I also learned that 
a tri top can actually ride up just like 
a 1980s midriff—so it’s a good idea to 
practice in your race clothing unless 
you like the Richard Simmons look on 
race day. I also found out the hard way 
that using a Porta-Potty is more diffi-
cult than one might think—especially 
when sweaty and wearing a one-piece 
tri suit. 

As a seasoned triathlete, a great ges-
ture is passing along tips to newbies. 
Along my way I have received some 
fantastic little nuggets of tri wisdom: 
• Lubricate anything that moves on 

your bike or your body. 
• Practice clipping in and out of your 

bike pedals until you can handle it 
without thinking. 

• Sometimes a small, dry towel is a 
little piece of heaven in a salty, wet 
world. Have a small towel in transi-
tion to wipe your face, your nose or 
your feet (or all three—in that order, 
preferably).

• Don’t be upset by the results you 
didn’t get with the work you didn’t 
do. Translation: If you didn’t train 
properly, don’t sulk when you 
didn’t have the race you wanted.

• Practice everything you will do in 
the race before the race. Practice tak-
ing off your wetsuit. Test run your 
on-the-bike fueling. 

• Open-water swimming needs prac-
tice in advance of race day. End of 
story. Cold water can be shocking, 
especially if you have only trained 
in a pool. If the water is chilly and 
the race allows it, get in before your 
swim wave starts, go in waist deep, 
bend over and put your face in the 
water (much like when you wash 
your face) and blow some bubbles. 
This small act really helps prepare 
the body for the cold without shock-
ing your whole system.

• Do not worry about how you look 
in your tri suit or wetsuit. Everyone 
else feels self-conscious, too—just 
carry on.

• Wear sunscreen.

check inBEGINNER’S LUCK

Meredith Atwood is a wife, mom, attorney, Ironman, coach and author of 
Triathlon for the Every Woman. She is a 2015 Klean Team USA member, 

lives in Atlanta and blogs at SwimBikeMom.com.

• Put your goggles on your head be-
fore your swim cap. The cap will 
keep your goggles in place in the 
event of being knocked around a lit-
tle in the swim start.

• Keep your swim cap on your head! 
Did you know that you can get a 
four-minute penalty for losing your 
swim cap, a.k.a. gear abandonment? 
Me neither! (Until I was informed 
by a USAT official after my last 70.3 
when I lost my cap.) 

• Make a list of what you need for race 
day (and travel). Check it. And then 
check it 4,102 more times. 

• Have a bottle of plain water with 
you at all times at a race site. You 
never know when you need a swig, 
a wash or a squirt for a number of 
reasons.

• Become a professional at time man-
agement and consistency. Teach 
yourself to complete workouts early 
in the morning. Your success, some-
times, will not hinge on how hard 
you train but rather on your ability to 
fit training consistently into your life 
without feeling selfish. Tackle your 
workout early in the morning, before 
the kids or the boss can find you.

• Do triathlon because you love it. (Or, 
do it to show any haters that you are 
better than them.) However your 
motivation begins, it’s still motiva-
tion and that is a good thing. 

• Be brave, be thankful and make dec-
larations that you can and will meet 
your goals. Find a race and regis-
ter—set your goals early and work 
hard toward them.

• Remember: swim + bike + run = 
triathlete. You don’t have to do an 
Ironman to earn the title.

• Don’t forget that you were a per-
son (spouse, child, brother, sister, 
friend, mother, etc.) before you were 
a triathlete. Don’t forget the peo-
ple in your life who matter—those 
“sherpas” who will cheer you across 
the finish lines for, hopefully, years 
to come. In the event that you cur-
rently have no such sherpas, find 
a local tri club or group—you’ll be 
surprised how quickly you’ll have 
tri family there for you.

• Finally, remember to be grateful for 
the body you have now, and the amaz-
ing work it does for you—each and ev-
ery day—not just in triathlon. 



WAKE UP 
AT 5:00AM 

MASTERS SWIM 
AT 6:00AM 

GET TO WORK 
BY 8:00AM

HOME BY 5:30PM 
(AND QUICKLY OUT THE DOOR 

FOR A 1:30 TEMPO RIDE)

RUN A QUICK 
5K AT LUNCH

EAT A WHOLE-WHEAT BAGEL WITH 
PEANUT BUTTER AND DRINK AN EXTRA 

LARGE CUP OF COFFEE

DRINK A PROTEIN SHAKE WITH CHIA AND 
FLAX SEEDS AND EAT A HARDBOILED EGG 

(YOU KNOW, FOR THE EXTRA PROTEIN)

MAKE A TEMPEH “MEATLOAF” 
WITH A SIDE OF BROCCOLI AND 

HEIRLOOM POTATOES FOR DINNER

“KEEP IT LEAN” BY EATING A SALAD TOPPED WITH CHICKEN 
(YOU KNOW, FOR THE EXTRA PROTEIN), QUINOA (EVEN 
MORE PROTEIN) AND ORGANIC SUN-DRIED TOMATOES

SNACK ON SOME 
ALMONDS AND 

A BANANA
SNACK ON A HANDFUL 

OF BLUEBERRIES

TWEET ABOUT 
YOUR GRUELING 

WORKOUT

TWEET ABOUT YOUR 
GRUELING WORKOUT... 

AGAIN

INSTAGRAM A 
PHOTO OF YOUR 
RUNNING SHOES

FLIP THROUGH  
FOR THE LATEST TRAINING 
AND NUTRITION TRENDS, 

GEAR AND RACE TIPS

IN BED 
BY 9:00PM

START HERE

SO LEAN

SO DIGITAL

INCLUDES
BUYER’S GUIDE
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OK, OK, OK. You bought this magazine. 
Or, at least you decided to pick it 
up while killing time at the airport 
bookstore or a nail salon or dentist’s 

waiting room. You’ve started reading this 
article, which means you’ve made it past 
the table of contents and the funny graphics. 
You’re digging into the meat of it. You are 
clearly (somewhat) interested in triathlon. 
Maybe, just maybe, you even like it. »

THE COMPLAIN 
GAME

Things that suck about triathlon—and  
what to do about it BY JESSE THOMAS
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Well, sorry to ruin your mani pedi, but 
this article is all about why triathlon sucks!

This is my 38th column for Triathlete 
magazine, so it usually takes a while to 
break through writer’s block and start 
an article. But as soon as my editor Jené 
suggested this topic, the ideas flowed 
like the salmon of Capistrano. 

My dozens of readers also have doz-
ens of things they don’t like about tri-
athlon. As soon as I put the request out 
for ideas, we all jumped in feverishly, 
using social media for what it’s best for: 
bitching about stuff with no suggestion 
of solution or compromise. 

But whether you’re a lifetime Triath-
lete subscriber or about to get your teeth 
cleaned, you’re probably similar to me 
and like this sport enough to deal with 
triathlon’s sucky parts. And instead of 
adding to your Facebook feed with a 
rant, I tried to include ways to best deal 
with the drawbacks. 

In no particular order, things that suck 
and how to cope:

Swimming! —@justin_guidroz
Oh snap, swimmers! This was my first 
thought when thinking about this article, 
and it was the reply I got a from a lot of 
my readers—like at least four. I will say, 
eventually swimming gets better, but it’s 
kind of like how eventually listening to 
your mom’s music gets better. It’s not ac-
tually good; your brain just finds a way 
to be somewhere else while it’s happen-
ing. My remedies to mitigate swimming 
suckiness: Swim with people (Masters 
team, group of friends, random dude in 
lane), and swim in open water whenever 
possible. They aren’t great solutions, but 
that’s the best I can do. 
Getting up early —@hojuman 
Waking up early for triathlon usually 
means you’re either racing or swimming. 
Both of which suck extra hard because 
the first thing you do is swim! After six 
years in the sport  I don’t have any solu-
tions to making waking up early hurt 
less. It always sucks. The only thing I do 
(besides not waking up) is try my hardest 
to remember through brain fog that I’ll be 
happy when I’m done working out and 
it’s only 8 a.m. 
Strength training
Damn you, Crowie! Damn you, Dave 
Scott! Did you really have to go win a 
bunch of world championships and then 
say that strength work is an important 
part of training? I would rather have 
gone on living in ignorant dumbbell-less 
bliss. But to make myself do it, I make 
sure I have plenty of podcasts or audio-

EVENTUALLY SWIMMING 
GETS BETTER, BUT IT’S 

KIND OF LIKE HOW 
EVENTUALLY LISTENING 
TO YOUR MOM’S MUSIC 

GETS BETTER. IT’S 
NOT ACTUALLY GOOD; 

YOUR BRAIN JUST 
FINDS A WAY TO BE 
SOMEWHERE ELSE 

WHILE IT’S HAPPENING.

books on cue, and if possible, I try to find 
a lifting buddy.
How long it takes to get ready for a 
freaking bike ride.
It doesn’t matter how much time I set 
aside to get ready for my bike ride, it al-
ways takes an extra 15 minutes. If anyone 
has a solution to this one, let me know!
Expensive entry fees
This is one of the biggest complaints. As 
I’ve written about before, there are tons of 
great local or regional triathlons that are 
much less expensive, and provide a just 
as awesome—if not better—experience 
for most of us. I still go back to the Rolf 
Prima Tri at the Grove every year ($80–
$95 depending on distance). Check out 
your local scene to save some coin.
Bike fees at the airport —@ironman999
The worst part of traveling is the coin 
flip of airport check-in attendants. The 
nice ones let you slide; the mean ones 
make you add an extra $400 round-trip. 
My solutions: Get a Rüster Hen House 
(bike case that is small and doesn’t get 
charged), ship your bike with Bikeflights.
com or bring beer for the check-in people 
(I stole this one from Linsey Corbin).
All the anal people trying to one-up each 
other with gear, training stories, difficult 
race conditions, etc. —@tigers1997
Every sport has its toolbox factor. My 

solution: Don’t be douchey! Encourage 
people to try the sport in a non-intimidat-
ing way. Don’t start conversations with 
the words “watts,” “aero,” or “compres-
sion.” Ask people about other things that 
happen in this world. Be a nice person.
Not enough Porta-Potties pre-race  
—@TriPunk32 
No toilet paper in the Porta-Potties  
—@hbbobiwash
The length of the Porta-Potty line is one 
of those uncontrollable pre-race nervous 
factors that makes me … have to use a 
Porta-Potty. I always scout potential al-
ternative potty spots pre-race. Whenever 
possible, I stay within a 5- to 10-minute 
jog of the starting line so I have my own 
private throne. And in the most dire of 
circumstances, I carry some TP with me 
pre-race and find an appropriate “natu-
ral” place to go.
Training time-suck. —@swimbikedrink
Yep, it’s a lot of training, takes a lot of 
time, yada yada yada. OK, I only includ-
ed this one because of the Twitter han-
dle. Nice work.
Early starts, drafting rules, cars, boring 
courses, no shade ... Answer: @XTER-
RAoffroad. —@ganter1010 
I’ve unfortunately never tried XTER-
RA, but all these reasons sounds reason 
enough to give it a go!
All of the hair washing (solution: do not 
wash hair/shave) —@ohnoletsgo 
I have the same problem and the same 
solution!
Chafing in places you don’t know 
about until the post-race shower.  
—Barb Eaken Cymanski 
Lube everywhere.
Race morning nerves ... and trying to 
stomach breakfast. Hits me every time 
and I hate it the most! —Jon Hughes 
Try meditation for 10–20 minutes when 
you wake up before a race. Download 
the Headspace app to give it a try. 
Temporary tattooed numbers are sticky 
and hard to remove after race. —Anne 
Varner Clancy
The only valuable piece of advice in this 
article: Put some packing tape over it, 
press down hard, pull it off in one big 
swoop. The packing tape sticks great to 
the tattoo, and not too much to your arm!
Travel logistics —@GrizzlyBaird
My wife made a New Year’s resolution 
for me to spend less time booking flights 
because, by her estimate, I spent 300 
hours in 2014 adjusting filters on Kay-
ak.com. I’ve found that if I give myself a 
deadline to be done with planning, I can 
usually make it. Better yet, sometimes I 
time myself and go for a speed record. 



With Run Like a Champion, you can 
adopt the Olympic approach of America’s 

most versatile runner, Alan Culpepper. During his 
career, Culpepper lined up against the world’s best 
runners at two Olympic Games and won national 
titles from 5K to marathon. Now he shares the best 
practices of the best runners, revealing a big-picture 
approach that you can use to improve your running. 

Run Like a Champion will enhance everything about 
your running and make your goals not just possible 
but probable.

AVAILABLE in bookstores, running shops, and online.

RUN
LIKE A
CHAMPION

U S E  T H E  B E S T  P R A C T I C E S  O F  T H E  B E S T  R U N N E R S

SEE A PREVIEW AT VELOPRESS.COM/CHAMPION.





Triple-digit race temps didn’t 
stop Jan Frodeno from 
breaking course records 
at the Ironman European 
Championship in Frankfurt in 
early July. Last year’s Kona 
runner-up even bested the 
bike split of the 2014 world 
champion (and well-known 
super cyclist) Sebastian Kienle. 
Frodeno won in 7:49:48 and 
women’s winner—and fellow 
record breaker—Daniela Ryf 
crossed the line in 8:51.
PHOTOGRAPH BY PAUL PHILLIPS / 
BAHRAIN ENDURANCE 2015
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Choose a set based 
on your ability 
level. The A set is 
based on intervals 
of 1:20–1:30 per 
100. The B set is 
based on intervals 
of 1:50–2:00 per 
100. The C set is 
2,000–2,500 yards 
total and based on a 
rest interval. 

 A
• 12x50 on :55 

(descend 1–4)
• 4x200 swim  

on 3:00
• 6x50 on 1:10  

(kick/drill by 25)
• 3x200 swim on 2:50
• 6x50 pull on :50 

(breathe every 5)
• 2x200 swim  

on 2:40
• 6x50 on 1:00  

(IM switch)
• 1x200 swim  

on 3:00 (fast)
• 400 choice  

cool-down
TOTAL: 3900
 

 B
• 12x50 on 1:10 

(descend 1–4)
• 3x200 swim  

on 4:00
• 6x50 on 1:30  

(kick/drill by 25)
• 2x200 swim  

on 3:50
• 6x50 pull on 1:00 

(breathe every 5)
• 1x200 swim  

on 4:00 (fast)
• 12x50 on 1:10  

(non-free/free by 25)
TOTAL: 3000

 C
• 12x50 with 15 sec 

rest (descend 1–4)
• 3x200 swim with  

30 sec rest
• 2x200 pull with  

30 sec rest
• 1x200 swim (fast)
• 8x50 with 20 sec 

rest (non-free/free 
by 25)

TOTAL: 2200 

—SARA McLARTY

Pro triathlete and swim coach Sara McLarty has 25-plus years of experience and  
knowledge about swimming mechanics, efficiency and technique.

GOT A SWIMMING 
QUESTION? COACH SARA 
WANTS TO HELP. JUST 
TWEET YOUR QUERIES  
TO @SARALMCLARTY

QAny suggestions on how to warm up and 
keep my heart rate elevated while I wait 
for my wave to start? –Debra Gray Rusz 

A: Warming up before the start of a 
triathlon is often overlooked, but a 
short pre-race routine on dry land 

can make the swim much smoother. Do 
a short run as a warm-up if you’re at a 
race where athletes aren’t allowed into 
the water before the start. Bring an extra 
pair of run shoes and wear them leaving 
transition to keep your feet warm, dry 
and protected.

Start with a light and easy 5–10-min-
ute jog to get your muscles moving and 
warm. Find a clear stretch of pavement to 
execute 3–5 x 20-second strides that will 
elevate your heart rate without creating 
fatigue. Take 1–2 minutes between each 
stride to walk, stretch, drink and perform 
other pre-race tasks. Finally, find a quiet 
place to sit, relax and get focused while 
you wait for your wave to be called.

Q: As a swim coach, how do you 
recommend my triathletes and 
open-water swimmers train for 

spotting/sighting in an indoor pool? 
–onFaresKsebati  

A: Sighting is one of the easiest 
open-water skills you can per-
form in a pool. Practice the action 

of sighting to strengthen muscles and 
improve position by doing Tarzan drill 
(swimming with your head above the 
water, also known as water polo drill) 
or a short set where you sight 3–4 times 

each pool length.
Sometimes I will wear a brightly col-

ored shirt and have my athletes sight for 
me on the pool deck. I walk back and 
forth along the deck to create a moving 
target and teach my athletes to scan 
the horizon for the buoy instead of just 
looking forward.

Q: As soon as I’m in a race I struggle 
to maintain bilateral breathing. 
Any tips to maintain my rhythm? 

–Jennifer Begg 

A: 
I tell all my swimmers that the 
breathing pattern they use in train-
ing will not always carry over to 

a race. However, the pattern they fall 
into during a race-effort main set is the 
pattern they will likely resort to in a 
triathlon swim.

A beautifully balanced bilateral breath-
ing pattern is typically only maintained 
at slow to moderate efforts. Training with 
a bilateral pattern is good for developing 
an even and balanced stroke technique.

During a hard set or a race, your body 
will need more oxygen and you will 
need to breathe more often. Don’t fight 
the desire to breathe! Getting oxygen 
to your screaming lungs takes priority 
even if this causes you to breathe pre-
dominately on one side. Make an effort 
to switch sides every 6–8 breaths to keep 
on a straight course.

BONUS WORKOUT
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TRAINING

1  KICKING 
Take advantage of 
the short pool by 
working on your kick 
and improving core 
strength. Practice 
kicking stationary 
against the wall, 
vertically in the deep 
end and in short 
sprints across the 
pool. Mix in some 
breaststroke and 
butterfly kick for a 
lower-body workout.

2  FLOATING  
The first step to 
having an efficient 
stroke is being able 
to relax and float at 
the surface of the wa-
ter. Since floating is 
not a typical “set” at 
group practice, use 
your solo backyard 
time to practice and 
unwind at the same 
time.

3  NO WALLS
 Turn around at 
the end of the lap 
without touching the 
wall or the bottom of 
the pool. Even better, 
swim along the edge 
of the pool, switching 
directions every 
couple laps. This 

TRAIN IN YOUR 
OWN BACKYARD
With some clever strategies, you can turn any backyard 
or hotel pool into a training venue. BY SARA McLARTY

THE BACKYARD POOL IS AN UNTAPPED RESOURCE  
for triathlon training. Most of the time it 
just sits there, small but sparkling, as we 
drive to the lap pool for swim sessions.

PRODUCT UPGRADES
There are a few products on the market 
that can turn your small pool into 
a training oasis. On the high end, 
Endless Pools makes the Fastlane 
($7,400 and up, Endlesspools.com), 
which is a hydraulic motor and pro-
peller system that you can install to 
produce an adjustable current for 
swimming or aqua-jogging. Another 
product called SuperSwim (starting 
around $200, Superswim.com) is a 
tether that attaches to the end of your 
pool so you can constantly swim in 
one place without turning at a wall. 
Finally, there are a few varieties of 
stretch cords that you can attach to 
your waist and to a stationary object 

DRILLS FOR SMALL POOLS
Fortunately, there are also ways to utilize the 
backyard pool that do not require another 
expensive triathlon-related purchase (or any 
MacGyver skills). Here are five drills that you 
can do right now:

is a very accurate 
open-water simula-
tion because your 
wake will bounce off 
the walls and create 
choppy conditions.

4 SCULLING
 It is literally the 
slowest way to move 
through the water, 
but sculling is a good 
way to improve your 
“feel” for the water. 
Sculling is just a 
small back-and-forth 
movement of hands 
and arms (either 
extended in front of 
your head or next to 
your waist) to build 
strength and increase 
proficiency during 
the catch phase. 

5 POPUPS
Every time you reach 
the wall on the deep 
end, do a series of 
5–10 popups where 
you lift your body 
halfway out of the 
pool using just your 
arms. Also add some 
other exercises like 
squats, lunges, planks 
and crunches to 
combine an aerobic 
workout with a simple 
strength routine.

on the deck. The cord offers more 
resistance as you stretch it across the 
pool and will make a 25-foot pool 
seem much longer.

DIY TOOLS
With two bike tubes and a nylon belt, 
you can create a transportable system 
to use while on the road. Cut out the 
valve stems and tie the tubes together. 
Attach one end to a fixed object near 
the edge of the pool and the other end 
to the belt. Adjust the fit of the belt and 
length of the tubes to your liking and 
start swimming. 

 If you have limited time to 
train or a lengthy drive to 

the pool, take note of these skills 
drills as just some of the simple 
ways you can use your home pool 
productively for swim training.
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TRAINING

HIRING A TRIATHLON COACH IS NEARLY REQUISITE  
these days in order to successfully move 
up in distance, balance training with 
work/family life and keep up with the 
competitive nature of the age-group fields. 

Outside of the triathletes who grew up 
as swimmers, most people have to learn 
how to properly swim freestyle as adults, 
which carries a distinct learning curve 
for most triathletes. Triathlon coaches 
excel in creating unique training plans 
formulated to progress the athlete toward 
his or her specific race(s) and goals, but 
because they work remotely, they often 
are unable to help their athletes with 
swimming mechanics and specificity. 
Unless the athlete has a local coach for 
coached sessions in the pool, assimilat-
ing the principles of proper swimming 
mechanics can be difficult.

This is why having a swim coach is a 
worthy investment. The swimming coach 
doesn’t have to take the place of a triathlon 
coach but rather can complement the 
coach, allowing for the two experts to work 
together to tailor each swim workout to the 
specific needs of the athlete. A triathlon 
coach provides a macro view of the ath-
lete’s training program and periodization, 
while the in-person swimming coach 
takes a microscope to the subtleties of an 
athlete’s freestyle mechanics. 

Through one-on-one sessions and/or 
video, your swim coach could actually 
help your triathlon coach with detailed 
stroke analysis, including stroke errors and 
timing issues, mechanical inefficiencies 
and subtle technique tweaks/focuses to be 
included in their training plan. Otherwise, 
with only limited data such as pace and 
distance, the remote coach has little to 
gauge progress and efficiency by. 

DREAM 
TEAM
Hiring a swimming coach can 
be one of the most valuable 
investments a triathlete can 
make. BY BRYAN MINEO

Swimming is a blind sport 
in the sense that the 
swimmer is unable to vi-
sually process how his or 
her body is moving in the 
water. A trained eye on 
deck can help provide you 
with immediate feedback 
on stroke mechanics. A 
place like SwimLabs, with 
locations in California, 
Colorado, Illinois, Wash-
ington and Virginia, uses 
an Endless Pool and video 
technology to analyze 
a swimmer’s stroke 
in real time—a worthy 
investment if you have a 
location near you.

 Find a coach who is 
able to communicate to 
you clearly, perhaps in a 
manner that is specific to 
your sports background. 
For example, a coach who 
works with a baseball 
player in the water should 
relate the hip drive and ro-
tation of freestyle to that 
of swinging a baseball bat 

by leading the swing with 
hip and core rotation or 
drive. Communication is 
key and this athlete/coach 
rapport is built from a 
coach who has dedicated 
countless hours working 
with various athletes and 
recognizing the patterns 
that exist between the 
swimmer’s mind and the 
actual mechanics of their 
freestyle.

 Look for a professional 
who swims or has swum 
a lot in the past. The 
practical application of 
the coach’s methodolo-
gies should be explored 
firsthand, allowing for a 
greater understanding of 
how you will respond to 
the particular drills and 
focuses they prescribe 
during coached sessions. 
This is true for most any 
sport and, if you think 
about it, most any coach 
has played the sport that 
they coach. 

 Seek out someone 
who has worked with a lot 
of triathletes or adult-on-
set swimmers—and 
who ideally has a solid 
reputation among this 
crowd. Even better if the 
coach does open-water 
sessions!

Hiring a coach to 
work with you in the 
water will allow you 
to make the quickest 
progress on your 
swim stroke and 
provide you with the 
comfort and confi-
dence in the open 
water that you need 
to take your race to 
the next level. The 
mental support of 
having skilled coach-
es is invaluable and 
will instill a deeper 
love for the water. 
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 What to look for 
IN A SWIMMING COACH
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RACING

ROLL 
THE HILLS 
MAKE THE MOST OF HILLY COURSES 
WITH THESE RIDING TIPS.

We’ve all seen triathletes muscle up 
rollers at lightning speed only to watch 
them reach the crest and soft-pedal, or 
worse—coast to the bottom. 

Unless the goal of the session is a 
hill repeat, this is not the way to dose 
your effort, especially during a race. 
Repeatedly burning your matches 
uphill will not only slow you down 
overall, but it will cause you to tire 
before the end of the race. 

There are two parts to rolling a 
hill: the technique and the effort. 

TECHNIQUE DON’TS
Don’t hammer from the bottom of 

the hill in the hardest gear possible.
Don’t muscle up every climb with-

out using the small ring.
Don’t shift under heavy pressure.
Don’t automatically get out of the 

aero position on every hill.

TECHNIQUE DO’S
Anticipate gearing changes 

needed in advance and prepare 
accordingly to avoid dropping your 
chain. 

As you begin to crest the climb, 
shift into an easier gear and increase 
your cadence.

As you roll down the other side, 
shift into harder gears and maintain 
pressure on the pedals.

Whether to stay in aero, sit or 
stand on a climb depends on a 
variety of factors (see article at left 
for more specific advice).

EFFORT DON’TS
Don’t go as hard as you can at the 

base of the hill.
Don’t try to keep pace with other 

riders’ hill climbing speeds. Remem-
ber that their strengths and execution 
strategy could be different.

EFFORT DO’S
Depending on factors like your 

event length, type and pacing strate-
gy, plan heart rate and power limits 
so you will know how to best pace 
the hills.

Save something for the crest of the 
hill and the downhill. Both are great 
places to make up speed! —B.R.

SEATED: At some point, the aerodynamic benefits of being 
in aero are outweighed by the increased power production 
and comfort that come from climbing upright or standing. 
The commonly cited speed in which this becomes a wash 
is about 12 mph. Most cyclists can generate more power 
when seated, so sitting up to pedal when you’re going 
slower than 12 mph makes sense. 

STANDING: If the grade becomes very steep and you’re 
unable to turn over a reasonable cadence (60 RPM or lower) 
then it’s time to think about standing. Standing allows you 
to generate a little more power by leveraging your weight. 
If you’re smaller and have less muscle mass, you might 
need that leverage sooner. 

However, standing also usually leads to heavier breathing 
and higher heart rates. If you’re tackling a shorter hill and 
don’t mind putting in a variable effort (think hard group 
ride), standing for a brief period will help you get to the 
top more easily. 

Spiking up your heart rate by getting out of the saddle 
in a long race, though, can quickly lead to fatigued legs. 
The place for standing in a long steady effort race is when 
you need to temporarily change up muscle recruitment 
patterns after being stuck in the same position for a long 
time. A quick bout of standing while keeping the same 
effort level can feel like a break. 

UPHILL BATTLE
When to climb in a seated or standing position BY BETHANY RUTLEDGE

For many 
newer tri-

athletes, finding 
the best riding 
position during 
an uphill can be 
a trial-and-error 
process. For long 
hills with a mild 
grade or quick 
up-and-over 
rollers, you can 
maintain a faster 
speed by staying 
in the aero posi-
tion. But when 
and why does 
it make sense to 
switch to an up-
right or standing 
position for  
a climb?
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GEAR

FUTURE 
SO BRIGHT
Gotta wear shades, but how do you 
choose the right ones? BY SUSAN LACKE

SUNGLASSES DO MORE THAN SHOW SOME PERSONAL STYLE 
and help with aerodynamics—they protect 
eyes from the onslaught of hazards triathletes 
encounter with every ride and run. 

“The UV light from the sun is strong and 
can contribute to various eye disorders such 
as cataracts, cancerous eyelid 
lesions and macular degener-
ation,” says optometrist and 
professional triathlete Steve 
Rosinski. “Even when it is 
cloudy out, the sun’s rays are 
still there. And for those who 
live and train at elevation, every 
1,000 feet in altitude increases 
UV radiation by 5 to 7 percent.”

In addition to blocking UV 
rays, sunglasses act as a barri-
er for bugs or debris in the air, 
which can lead to a painful (and 
potentially blinding) ordeal. Ros-
inski’s must-haves for sunglasses:

100% UV blocking: More than 
10 percent of all skin cancers 
affect the eyelids, in part due 
to lax sunscreen coverage. “I 
tell my patients UV lenses are 
like sunscreen for your eyes!” 
Rosinski says. 

Polycarbonate lenses: The 
thin, lightweight lens material 
is impact resistant.  

Anti-fog properties: Sweat 
can cause fog to build up on 
lenses, obscuring vision: “If we 
can’t see due to fogging, we are 
increasing our risk of hitting a 
pothole or debris in the road,” 
warns Rosinski. 

Large lenses: Choose glass-
es with more “wrap,” or lens 
coverage, around the face for 
maximum protection of eyes 
and the surrounding skin.

GLASSES OR 
CONTACTS?
Contact lenses 
allow athletes 

to seamlessly transi-
tion from swimming 

with goggles to 
putting sunglasses 

on for the bike 
and run. Contacts 
are also a great 

advantage for sun 
protection—many 

newer lenses on the 
market contain UV 
protection. If you 
train or race with 
contacts, Rosinski 

suggests keeping a 
spare pair in your 
transition bag or 

saddle pack just in 
case of uncomfort-
able or lost lenses.

Not sold on the 
idea of contacts? It’s 
easy to fi nd prescrip-
tion sport sunglasses 
these days, thanks 
to sites like SportRX 
(Sportrx.com), which 
allow you to order 
your favorite style 

with an optometrist’s 
prescription.
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 Hand Picked:

STAFF FAVORITES

RUDY PROJECT ERGOMASK
$225, E-RUDY.COM

RYDERS EYEWEAR ANTIFOG FACE
$130, RYDERSEYEWEAR.COM

SMITH OPTICS WOMEN’S PIVLOCK V90
$139, SMITHOPTICS.COM

OAKLEY JAWBREAKER
$200, OAKLEY.COM

BONUS: Comes with 
3 lens styles

TIFOSI PRO ESCALATE SFH
$150, TIFOSIOPTICS.COM
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kit of the month

BE COOL

BOTTLED UP

Sugoi’s RS Ice Jersey is 
made with the company’s 
“Icefil” cooling material, 
which keeps skin temp 
cool on hot rides. The 
jersey is light, silky soft 
and super breathable. 
(However, one tester 
noted, because it is such 
a flexible material, too 
much weight in the back 
pockets can weight it 
down to your hips while 
riding.) It comes in three 
colors—bright rose, black 
and glacier (pictured). 
The shorts are comfort-
ably snug, with an inner 
silicone tape that keeps 
them in place without 
constricting your legs, 
and especially for an 
under-$200 bib short, the 
chamois quality holds up 
well on long rides. With 
an 8.5-inch inseam, the 
shorts are on the longer 
side of coverage. —JENÉ SHAW

WOMEN’S SUGOI RS ICE JERSEY, $125
SUGOI RS PRO BIB SHORT, $175 
Sugoi.com

Need an awesome party 
favor for your cyclist 
friends? Or just want to 
add some customization to 
your cycling accessories? 
Specialized’s easy-to-use 
custom tool allows you 
to design your own water 
bottles. And these aren’t 
your average freebie swag 
bottles—Specialized’s Pur-
ist bottles use a technology 
that keeps your drinks 
from tasting like plastic. 
You can go crazy with 
original artwork and text 
or simply submit a logo 
and choose your favorite 
colors. The minimum or-
der is 50, and you can mix 
and match bottle and cap 
colors for no extra charge 
(cost depends on which 
style you choose—there 
are seven bottle options 
and four caps). The bottles 
are all BPA-free, dish-
washer safe, 100 percent 
recyclable and made in 
California. Turnaround 
time is typically a few 
weeks. —J.S.

Specialized lets you 
create one-of-a-kind 
customized bottles.
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Create your own bottle at
Specializedwaterbottles.com
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TRAINING

TRYING TO IMPROVE IN THREE DISCIPLINES  
at once is a demanding juggling 
act. For athletes wanting to 
step up the distance or focus 
on getting better on the bike 
in particular, improvement 
often necessitates an increase 
in volume. Riding more miles 
means more time, which is 
not always easy to find with, 
say, a full-time job, family and 
social life.

One creative solution is to 
ride twice a day. Between time 
constraints and lifestyle chal-
lenges, a two-a-day cycling 
plan may help you become 

a better cyclist in a more effi-
cient manner. Before you try it, 
here’s what to consider.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Aerobic miles: It’s safe to 
say most time-constrained 
age-groupers can benefit from 
additional aerobic training. 
Coach and physical therapist 
Carrie Smith has used this 
method with success in the 
past, riding twice a day for 4–5 
days in a row and encouraging 
her athletes to try the double 
ride during training camps.  “I 
felt like I could have a higher 

ON THE DOUBLE
Looking for a breakthrough? Consider riding twice 
a day. BY BETHANY RUTLEDGE

quality of volume during that 
week by doing two 2-plus hour 
rides instead of one long ride 
each day,” Smith says. 
Recovery: Though it’s com-
mon for high-level runners to 
run twice per day and label 
one a recovery workout, an 
easy cycling workout can be 
an even better workout for pro-
moting recovery. Consider a 
very easy ride to loosen up 
the legs several hours after a 
hard workout. 
Efficiency: Practicing the mo-
tion of a simple pedal stroke 
thousands of additional times 
is a way to work on your effi-
ciency. And while technique 
is less of a factor in cycling 
performance than swimming, 
it’s hard to watch a beginner 
pedal a bicycle and say that 
technique doesn’t matter.
Metabolic boost: Everyone 
has different goals for cycling 
and not everyone sees success 
solely through the lens of per-
formance improvement. As far 
as keeping your metabolism 
stoked, more frequent bouts of 
aerobic exercise is a great way 
to keep your engine burning 
all day long. 
Time management: Many 
age-groupers would like to do 
longer races but always run into 
the same issue: When can I do 
my long ride so there’s mini-
mal impact on work and fam-
ily? You can squeeze in your 
longest run into a late night or 
early morning window if you 

have to, but a six-hour ride is 
nearly impossible to do on a 
weekday. While it’s import-
ant to do some long rides as 
a single session, splitting up 
the long ride is a way to work 
around this time issue.

CONSIDERATIONS
If you’re ready to start adding 
in more rides, first consider 
your current fitness level, the 
proximity to your upcoming 
race(s) and session timing. 
“Logging aerobic miles might 
be easier and [result in] better 
quality with twice-a-day rides 
for experienced athletes need-
ing more miles,” Smith says. 
“But for lower fitness levels or 
beginners who are wiped out 
after a 30–60-minute ride, two-
a-days are not a great idea.”

The timing of hard and easy 
sessions is also an important 
consideration. Although you 
can do an easy commute in 
the morning and a tough inter-
val ride in the evening, doing 
your structured ride as the first 
workout of the day will ensure 
you’re not trying to do hard 
efforts on tired legs. 

Finally, consider your priori-
ties. If you’re having trouble al-
ready getting in your runs and 
swims, the additional benefit of 
more riding may be wiped out 
by the cost of missing other key 
sessions. The off-season is a 
great time to cut back on other 
disciplines to give something 
like two-a-days a try. 

Try it

As an age-grouper with family, work and 
other demands, how can you rack up 10 
hours of riding per week and still have 
a weekend? Here is an example of a 
time-constrained athlete training for a lon-
ger race during a bike-focused period.  
This athlete rarely has more than a two-
hour block of time to spend cycling but 
wants to prepare himself for the demands 
of riding 50-plus miles during a race.

TUESDAY
A.M. 1–1:30 Trainer in-
terval ride with threshold, 
VO2max or anaerobic 
work, depending on 
focus and point in the 
season
P.M. Casual 1–1:30 
group ride 

WEDNESDAY
A.M. or P.M. 1:00–
2:00 Recovery ride 

THURSDAY
1–1:30 Trainer interval 
ride with threshold,  
VO2max or anaerobic 
work, depending on focus 
and point in the season

SUNDAY
4:00 total, split ride due 
to schedule:
A.M. Early morning 2:00 
workout with race-specif-
ic (Zone 2/3) intervals
P.M. Casual 2:00 plus 
a 30 min run off the 
bike building into race 
intensity
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TRAINING

THE TRIATHLON RESEARCH CAMP WITH MIRINDA 
“Rinny” Carfrae and coach Siri Lindley 
brought nearly 50 campers to Boulder, 
Colo., in May for a look into the reign-
ing Ironman world champion’s train-
ing. Throughout the five-day camp, 
athletes worked with experts from 
each discipline—swim, bike, run—as 
well as in other important areas such 
as nutrition and strength training. 

Rinny’s personal strength coach, 
Erin Carson of RallySport and ECFIT 
Boulder, taught campers about the 
importance of strength training and 
how it can prevent chronic running 
injuries. Having worked with Rinny 
since 2012, Carson has helped the 
Ironman world champ get stronger 
and more resilient through a specifi c 
series of movements and functional 
strength exercises.  

Carson’s strength system was cre-
ated around endurance athletes and 
includes three key areas: mobility, 
activation and strength.

The mobility component works to 
get athletes moving and twisting in all 

RUN LIKE RINNY
Go faster and avoid injuries with Mirinda Carfrae’s strength 

training exercises. BY KRISTEN LEGAN

different directions. This helps lessen 
the risk of injury from overuse and 
tightness caused from the repetitive 
movements of triathlon training.

The activation piece helps “turn 
on” important muscles groups so ath-
letes can utilize these muscles more 
effi ciently during workouts.

Finally, the strength component 
includes functional strength training 
to help increase power and speed. 
Some of these exercises come from 
traditional weight training practices 
such as deadlifts and lat pull-downs. 
However, other more fl uid lifts focus 
on balance using just body weight. 

Targeting these three components has 
helped many athletes like Rinny run 
more fl uidly, use their muscles more 
effi ciently and increase strength. And 
now everyone can benefi t from this 
systematic strength-training program. 
Carson and ECFIT Boulder recently 
released a series of videos that demon-
strate the different exercises in a set of 
fi ve progressive phases. Check out the 
website Ecfi tboulder.com for more. 

FOR ACTIVATION:
DOUBLE LEG BRIDGE
Lie fl at on your 
back with both 
legs bent and your 
feet shoulder-width 
apart. Squeeze your 
glute (butt) muscles 
together and lift your 
hips until the front 
side of your body is 
in a straight line from 
your knees to your 
chest. Slowly move 
your hips back down 
to the ground. Repeat 
10 times. Make sure 
your knees do not 
fl air out each time 
you raise your hips. 

FOR STRENGTH: TIP AND REACH
Pick a light dumbbell that you can easily lift 
over your head and hold it in your right hand. 
Balance on your left leg, bend at your hip and 
reach the dumbbell six inches in front of your left 
foot. Keep your left hand at your side. Extend 
your right leg straight out behind you. Keeping 
your back fl at, return to standing and raise your 
right knee up to hip level while lifting the dumb-
bell straight above your head. Repeat six times 
and then switch hands and legs. 

 Three-part

STRENGTH:

FOR MOBILITY: 
ANKLE AROUND 
THE WORLDS
Standing with your 
feet shoulder-width 
apart, slightly bend 
your left knee while 
tapping your right 
heel 6 inches out 
front. Repeat this 
movement 10 times 
in quick succession. 
Then do the same 
thing but reach your 
right foot 6 inches 
directly to the right. 
Finish with 10 toe 
touches to the back. 
Switch feet and touch 
10 times to the front, 
side and back with 
the other foot. Speed 
and balance are key 
components to this 
exercise. 
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WHAT DO YOU RUN ON?

 GetRunGum.com

Run Gum is Your Smarter Caffeine Kick

100mg
Caffeine

40mg
Taurine

B6 + B12
Vitamins

The Smarter, Faster Energy Boost

**Coupon Code valid through September 30th 2015

USE CODE ‘TRI’ TO GET 10% OFF**
©2015 Run Gum™

@RunGum

2x Olympian and Biochemist, Nick Symmonds, created Run Gum™ because he 
wanted a caffeinated product that could keep up with him in training and 
competition. Our sugar-free, zero calorie compressed gum’s proprietary blend of 
performance enhancing ingredients are absorbed through the lining of your 
mouth, giving you a faster kick, with nothing to digest.
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TRAINING

LEG CRAMPING WILL LITERALLY STOP YOU  
in your tracks. Not only can 
those involuntary contractions 
of muscles be pesky annoyances, 
they are also painful problems 
that can leave a particular muscle 
sore for hours and days to follow. 

For decades endurance ath-
letes have been told that mus-
cle cramping was due to things 
like dehydration, electrolyte 
imbalances and low potassi-
um—eat more bananas and 
consume more sports drinks, 
and you’ll skirt the issue. The 
latest theory, however, suggests 
that muscle cramping is of-
tentimes due to fatigue, rather 
than solely a nutritional deficit.

CRUSH CRAMPS
Want to avoid muscle cramps? Learn how to fight 

fatigue first. BY MACKENZIE LOBBY HAVEY

“More evidence is show-
ing that cramps may be due 
to central and/or peripheral 
neuromuscular fatigue ver-
sus electrolyte loss,” explains 
Charlie Boeyink, a physical 
therapist and endurance coach 
with Cadence Physical Therapy 
and Performance Coaching in 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

Boeyink points to duration 
and intensity as two of the big-
gest cramp-causing culprits. 
Put simply, if you haven’t 
trained your body to withstand 
a certain number of miles or 
pace in training, you’re more 
likely to encounter cramping 
in a race. He offers an exam-

ple: “If an athlete tried to run 
his 70.3 pace at one minute 
faster than his training ever 
reached, he’ll be at risk as the 
race progresses.”

Even if you’ve trained ade-
quately, changes in your run-
ning form as you fatigue can 
also cause problems. “As form 
breaks down, more demand is 
placed on the muscle system 
and this may lead to cramp-
ing,” Boeyink says. Indeed, 
if you aren’t picking up your 
feet and driving your knees as 
you normally would, you rely 
more heavily on other muscles 
that may not be prepared to 
handle the load.

AVOID CRAMPING
Fortunately, there are sever-
al measures you can take to 
decrease your likelihood of 
encountering muscle cramp-
ing. Boeyink says that includ-
ing regular brick sessions in 
training may be one of the 
best precautions you can take. 
“When doing these, focus on 
body position, foot placement 
and cadence,” he says. “Get 
your race-pace efforts dialed 
in so there are no surprises 
on race day.”

Not only do these brick ses-
sions help build strength and 
endurance to combat fatigue in 
a race, they also teach you to 
internalize your ideal race pace. 
This will help you stick to the 
pace plan, rather than going out 
too fast and getting sidelined by 
cramping later in a race.

Incorporating form drills a 
couple times a week can also 
play a role in fighting some 
of the side-effects of fatigue. 
“These can help train the body 
to unconsciously ‘go there’ 
when fatigued during a race 
or hard training session,” says 
Boeyink. Put simply, when 
you do form drills following a 
workout, you’re teaching your 
body to maintain good form 
even when you’re tired. These 
drills should be tailored to a 
particular athlete, but exercis-
es like hamstring kicks, high 
knees, butt kicks and bounding 
all assist in increasing mobility 
and improving running form 
and economy.

While taking in enough flu-
ids and electrolytes is still an 
important piece of the puzzle, 
many triathletes will find it 
reassuring that brick sessions 
and form drills may make an 
even bigger difference when 
it comes to avoiding muscle 
cramping in races. What’s more, 
when you commit to these mea-
sures, you’ll also likely notice 
a jump in strength and endur-
ance, which is something any 
triathlete can get on board with.
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“If an athlete 
tried to run his 
70.3 pace at one 
minute faster 
than his training 
ever reached, 
he’ll be at risk 
[for cramping] 
as the race 
progresses.”
—Coach Charlie Boeyink
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GEAR

THE RUB
Don’t let blisters or chafing 
derail your race goals. 
BY MACKENZIE LOBBY HAVEY

 BROOKS STREAKER  
 SHORT SLEEVE 

$62, BROOKSRUNNING.COM
This men’s shirt has 
thermoregulating prop-
erties to keep you cool 
and wick sweat during 
hot end-of-summer runs 
and features a seamless 
construction to avoid 
chafing.

 OISELLE FLYTE TANK 

$44, OISELLE.COM
This tank is a perfect 
example of a seamless 
top that is designed to 
eliminate points of irrita-
tion. Since it doesn’t have 
protruding seams or 
multiple pieces of fabric, 
you’re far less likely to 
develop skin issues, even 
over many miles.

 BALEGA BLISTER RESISTS 

$13, BALEGA.COM
Balega uses mohair in 
the footbed of its new 
socks to fight against 
friction as well as a re-
inforced, cushy heel and 
toe to protect against 
blisters. They are avail-
able in no-show, quarter 
and crew lengths.

 CW-X REVOLUTION TIGHTS 

$180, CW-X.COM
Spandex tights, capris 
and half tights usually 
eliminate chafing on the 
inner thighs. If you’ve 
had issues in that area, 
consider switching to 
something more form 
fitting and compressive, 
like these seam-free 
tights.

 BODY GLIDE 

$10, BODYGLIDE.COM
A triathlete’s best friend: 
This anti-chafe, anti-blis-
ter balm can save you 
a whole lot of pain and 
suffering. Simply apply it 
to any areas that might 
be vulnerable to devel-
oping hot spots, and it’ll 
provide protection all 
day long.

 PRO-TEC LIQUICELL  
 BLISTER BANDS 

$10 (8-PACK),  
PRO-TECATHLETICS.COM
It can be hard to keep 
blisters from getting 
worse once they’ve 
formed. Blister Bands 
employ liquid technology 
to protect the skin from 
rubbing and friction to 
allow those hot spots  
to heal.
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While blisters most commonly 
affect the feet, chafing can wreak 

havoc nearly everywhere else, from 
between the thighs to under the armpits. 
No matter where you’ve encountered 
these skin problems, they have the po-
tential to change the outcome of a race.

“Though minor in the big picture, 
blisters and chafing are extremely pain-
ful,” says Liz Corkum, a New York 
City-based running coach. “Especially 
toward the end of a race—when mental 
focus and toughness is everything—
the pain of a blister or chafing can be 
enough discomfort to botch a race.”

Running form, sweat rate, weather 
and the design of apparel and shoes 
are all responsible for causing these 
nefarious hot spots. Perhaps the best 
way to avoid them in competition is 
through trial and error in training. “It 
is important to practice what you’ll 
wear on race day during training so 
that you’ll know of any possible issues,” 
Corkum says. 

Since the last thing any triathlete 
wants is to get derailed by some easily 
avoidable skin ailment, we rounded 
up a few helpful products that were 
designed with the runner in mind. 
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www.XLAB-USA.com/aero-pouch

The AERO POUCH 300’s sleek design wraps around 
the bottle to combine repair and hydration storage.

Patent Pending

Shown with optional 
DELTA 425 & 
AQUA SHOT bottle

Typical 
contents

BUTT’R MAKES 

IT BETTER.™ 

Long treasured by cyclists, the entire suite of Chamois Butt’r® products bursts onto the triathlon scene. Featuring GoStik™ to keep 
wetsuits and running kits from chafing skin, Embrocations to keep muscles toasty and industry-best Chamois Creams to keep your 
special parts happy on the bike. Plus, Skin Wash and Kit Wash for post-effort clean up. Put the full arsenal to work, and experience the 
advantage that true comfort can bring. 

NEW

YOUR NEW SECRET WEAPON HAS ARRIVED. 

LEARN TO CHURN AT CHAMOISBUTTR.COM
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INJURY PREVENTION

 It’s no secret that knee injuries are one of the top 
ailments triathletes run (literally) into. Issues can 

range from a persistent ache to a season-ending prob-
lem. To both treat and prevent these types of injuries, 
you must first properly diagnosis them. In most cases, 
the two main conditions that afflict triathletes are 
iliotibial band syndrome (ITBS) or patellofemoral pain 
syndrome (PFPS), aka “runner’s knee.

DIY DIAGNOSIS
How to tell the difference between two of the most 
common knee injuries BY MACKENZIE LOBBY HAVEY

WHERE IS THE PAIN? WHAT IT IS
Front of the knee Patellofemoral pain syndrome 

(PFPS, or “runner’s knee”)

Symptoms: Pain under the kneecap, especially when going down 
stairs; grinding or popping of the kneecap; and discomfort while 
sitting in a flexed knee position for a prolonged period of time

WHERE IS THE PAIN? WHAT IT IS
As far up as the hip, but typically 
on the outside of the knee

Iliotibial band syndrome (ITBS)

Symptoms: Pain in the lateral or side of the knee, usually just 
above the knee joint; the outside of the knee might be tender to 
the touch and appear swollen

WHERE IS THE PAIN? 
Discomfort in the front of the 
knee is usually caused by 
PFPS. “Symptoms include pain 
under the kneecap, especially 
when going down stairs, grind-
ing or popping of the kneecap, 
and discomfort while sitting 
in a flexed knee position for a 
prolonged period of time,” ex-
plains Ann Wendel, a physical 
therapist and licensed athletic 
trainer in Virginia.

While ITBS can present as 
far up as the hip, most athletes 
experience issues farther down 
the chain. “ITBS is most com-
monly experienced as pain 
in the lateral or side of the 
knee, usually just above the 
knee joint,” says Wendel. “The 
outside of the knee might be 
tender to touch and appear 
swollen.”

WHAT’S THE CAUSE?
The causes of both PFPS and 
ITBS are often associated with 
strength deficits that affect your 
stride or errors in training. 
“There appears to be a rela-
tionship between weakness 
or mistimed firing strategies of 
the gluteus medius and max-
imus muscles and both PFPS 
and ITBS,” Wendel says. Put 
simply, when certain muscles 
aren’t strong enough to do their 
fair share of the work during 

running, it forces others to 
compensate, which can lead 
to knee injuries.

The other commonly cited 
cause for these knee problems 
is increasing your running 
mileage too quickly or changing 
other training variables abrupt-
ly. “The general recommen-
dation is to avoid increasing 
weekly mileage by more than 
10 percent per week,” suggests 
Wendel. “Your body needs time 
to adapt to increased mileage.”

WHAT TO DO
If you’re having trouble identi-
fying the cause of your injury, 
a physical therapist should be 
your first stop. Not only can 
they assess strength imbalanc-
es, they can also analyze your 
gait for inefficiencies. 

When it comes to knee inju-
ries, backing off of running is 
generally a step in the right di-
rection. “Typically some sort of 
modifications need to be made 
to the training program when 
an athlete is having pain,” says 
Wendel. “However, the most 
important thing is to address 
the underlying cause, which 
may require a running analysis 
and implementation of specific 
drills to improve form.”

Indeed, by getting to the root 
of the issue, you’ll be able to 
bulletproof your body from 
future injuries. For instance, if 
you suspect that a weak core 
is putting extra strain on your 
knees, starting a strength pro-
gram that focuses on that area 
can help you skirt knee pain. 
Or perhaps a tight IT band is 

the cause. In that case, a simple 
regimen of foam rolling may 
serve as both treatment and 
prevention. It’s all about doing 
the detective work to find out 
what’s causing the problem in 
the first place. 

Wendel also suggests being 
purposeful about where and 
how you run. “Mixing up run-
ning surfaces may change the 
stresses on the legs and will 
help you avoid running on the 
banked side of the road during 
every run,” she says.

She also adds, “Landing 
with a bent knee and reducing 
overstriding can reduce forces 
through the knee. There is also 
some evidence that increased 
trunk lean may help reduce 
stress on the patellofemoral 
joint, but little is known about 
the long-term implications of 
this strategy.”

Whether you rely on a PT 
or are able to self-diagnose, be 
sure to exercise caution when 
jumping back into training. 
Utilizing that 10 percent rule 
when increasing mileage will 
help keep you from ending up 
right back on the bench. 
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TARGON 18 
E-118 NEXT
$13,400 with Shimano  
Dura-Ace C75 wheels (not 
pictured), Argon18bike.com

Snappy handling, quick 
acceleration and a 
comfortably fast ride

Argon 18 is a Canadian 
brand invested in the triathlon 
market with four available 
time-trial bikes, highlighted 
by the E-118 Next. This 
aggressive machine comes 
with a full Shimano Dura-Ace 
Di2 component package and 
race-ready Dura-Ace C75 
wheels. “It looks fast standing 
still and feels even faster 
when hammering in aero, but 
the standout feature of this 
bike is how well it handles,” 
said the tester. A lower 
bottom bracket and longer 
chainstays give the E-118 
Next predictable and imme-
diate cornering capabilities, 
inspiring confidence through 
technical sections of road. 
The tester was impressed with 
how quickly this bike gets up 
to speed when accelerating 
out of corners, especially 
while standing up and 
mashing on the pedals. The 
integrated cockpit is sleek yet 
easy to adjust, and the brakes 
supply surprisingly power-
ful stopping performance 
compared to other integrated 
braking systems. This bike 
comes with the Prologo Nago 
Evo Tri40 saddle, which, be-
cause it doesn’t have a cutout, 
may feel foreign and take 
some getting used to for those 
accustomed to riding a twin 
rail saddle. The E-118 Next 
is proof that time-trial bikes 
can be both exceptionally fast 
and nimble.

2XU Men’s Aero Jersey ($160) and Compression Cycle Bib Short ($220, 2xu.com); 
Bottle cages pictured throughout: XLAB Gorilla ($60) and Chimp ($55, Xlab-usa.com) 

the
draw
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Tested:2 0 15  T R I AT HL ON
B IK E  R E V IE W

B Y  E VA N  R U D D
P H O T O G R A P H S  B Y  J O H N  D A V I D  B E C K E R

The newest fleet of triathlon bikes offers 
unmatched aerodynamic performance, value
and comfort. Get ready to meet your match.
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Cervélo
    P 3

$4,300 with Ultegra 6800, 
Cervelo.com

Proven speed

The Cerv lo P3 is perhaps 
the most popular bike in the 
history of triathlon, and the 
latest model displays that 
heritage while incorporating 
improvements from the P5. 
This P3 is stiffer and faster 
than its predecessor and of-
fers a wider fit range than the 
P5. “Even if I had the option 
to buy a P5, I would probably 
go with a P3 because dealing 
with it is so much easier,” the 
tester said, referring to how 
simple it is to make adjust-
ments and travel with the P3. 
Sure, the P5 is faster, but for 
the majority of triathletes, the 
P3 is fast enough to get the 
job done and is thousands of 
dollars cheaper. The frame 
is compatible with electronic 
shifting systems and can 
accommodate hydraulic 
brakes. The ISM Prologue 
saddle is one of the most 
popular saddles out there, 
so there’s a decent chance 
you won’t have to purchase 
an aftermarket saddle when 
you buy a P3. The black color 
scheme, like the P3 platform, 
is timeless and won’t be going 
out of style any time soon.

the
draw
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FELT B14
$2,000, Feltbicycles.com

Affordable performance 
and unrivaled value

Felt is looking to dominate 
the entry-level price point 
with the carbon B14, which 
comes with 11-speed Ultegra 
derailleurs, a wide fit range 
and a design that’s easy to 
adjust and maintain. Many 
new triathletes want the per-
formance of a high-end bike 
without the exorbitant price, 
and the B14 delivers. From 
the handling to the braking 
performance to the compo-
nent functionality, “everything 
just works,” said the tester. 
“It’s excellent that Felt is offer-
ing such quality components 
at the entry-level price point.” 
Felt has the ability to save 
costs by making the Bayonet 
3 Basebar, Superlite stem and 
F-Bend extensions in-house. 
Impressed by the comfort 
supplied by the hand rests of 
the basebar, the tester noted, 
“a slight curve soaks up the 
bumps and Felt’s bar wrap fil-
ters out road vibrations.” With 
a set of carbon wheels and a 
hydration system, the B14 can 
transform into a race-ready 
machine, and the frame is 
Di2-compatible should you 
want to upgrade. For triath-
letes just getting into the sport 
who want to maximize their 
investment, this bike is a smart 
choice.

On her: ORNOT Women’s Jersey ($125) and Bib Shorts 2.0 ($155, Ornotbike.com);  
On him: Pearl Izumi Men’s P.R.O. LTD Speed Jersey ($150) and Attack Bib Short ($105, Pearlizumi.com)

the
draw
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$3,150, Trekbikes.com

Trickle-down  
speed

The 7.0 is the entry-level mod-
el in Trek’s renowned Speed 
Concept lineup, making it 
the beneficiary of the brand’s 
trickle-down performance 
technology (it’s even the same 
frame as the more expensive 
7.5 model). This bike comes 
with a mix of Shimano 105 
and Bontrager components 
with a compact crank and 
wide range 11-28 cassette. 
The tester enjoyed the smooth 
ride and adjustability of the 
cockpit and saddle position 
but wasn’t a fan of the inte-
grated front brake despite the 
aerodynamic benefit because 
of the extra work required 
to make adjustments to the 
calipers. But the ability to add 
Trek’s aftermarket Draft Box 
behind the frame to carry 
flat-changing supplies along 
with the Speed Box top tube 
storage is a nice bonus. Our 
tester also appreciated the 
ergonomics and simplicity of 
the Bontrager cockpit, which 
can be upgraded by purchas-
ing the more aero, integrated 
cockpit. The Speed Concept 
is one of the most popular 
bike choices for triathletes, 
and the 7.0 is arguably the 
best value in the category.

TREK SPEED 
CONCEPT 7.0

the
draw
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$3,750, Scott-sports.com

High-end features at 
an attainable price

The Scott Plasma Premium 
is a lust-worthy bike, but at 
$7,000, it’s out of range for 
many potential buyers. The 
Plasma 10 features a similar 
frame design but with a sim-
pler cockpit that will appeal 
to a wide range of triathletes. 
It has a tall head tube, so it 
caters to a more upright rid-
ing position. For long-course 
athletes needing extra stor-
age for fuel, there are mounts 
on the top tube to attach a 
bento box, although the tester 
noted these mounts can catch 
your shorts if you’re riding 
without a storage box. The 
Profile Design T2+ extensions 
have been a favorite among 
triathletes for years because 
of the slight upward bend that 
takes pressure off the wrists. 
“I loved the aerobar set-up,” 
the tester reported. He added 
that the comfort of the pads 
and adjustability of the 
extensions made it well suited 
to handle the demands of 
long-course racing. Shimano 
Ultegra components are the 
best value available, and the 
direct-mount brakes are easy 
to adjust when swapping 
wheels. With smooth lines 
and a clean aesthetic that’s 
not too flashy, the Plasma 10 
is all the bike you really need.

On her: 2XU Women’s Sub Cycle Jersey ($130) and Sub Cycle Short ($170, 2xu.com); 
On him: Team-issued Zoot jersey and shorts (not available for purchase)

the
draw
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BMC  
TIMEMACHINE 
TM01
$5,000 with Ultegra 6800, 
Bmc-switzerland.com

Practical blend of 
performance and 
comfort

Your speed can be limited by 
your level of comfort aboard 
a time-trial bike, which is why 
BMC designed the TM01 
with a high level of adjust-
ability. “Of all the TT bikes 
I’ve ridden, this one is the 
best hybrid of performance 
and aerodynamics with the 
sustainable comfort of a 
road bike,” the tester said. 
The seat post offers a huge 
range of adjustability and 
the integrated cockpit can 
be configured in 32 different 
positions with the use of six 
stem spacers. The tester noted 
the TM01’s smooth ride while 
cruising in the aerobars while 
also feeling nimble during 
out-of-the-saddle efforts going 
uphill. BMC outfits the TM01 
with Profile Design bars and 
aerobar extensions along 
with Shimano’s durable 
RS11 wheelset. The frame is 
compatible with electronic 
components should you want 
to upgrade from the reliable 
Ultegra 6800 group that 
comes on this model.

TO SEE DETAIL SHOTS OF EACH OF THESE SEVEN 
BIKES, VISIT TRIATHLETE.COM/2015BIKES. 

the
draw
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Ventum 
    One$11,500 with Dura-Ace Di2, Zipp 

Firecrest 808 Clincher wheels (not 
pictured), Ventumracing.com

Pure speed and 
integrated hydration

Ventum is a new brand that 
unveiled its first production 
bike earlier this year and is 
currently being ridden by sev-
eral top pros including Leanda 
Cave and Alicia Kaye. Similar 
to upstart brand Dimond, the 
founders of Ventum are look-
ing to resurrect the beam-style 
bike, which lacks a downtube 
to increase aerodynamic 
performance. The frame is 
stunning with bold tube 
shapes and a substantial bot-
tom bracket area that blends 
into the massive chainstays. 
The hydration system clips 
into the frame, holds about 
the equivalent of two water 
bottles of liquid and is easy to 
refill on the fly. Ventum has the 
wind tunnel data to validate 
the speed of its super bike, but 
the concern surrounding this 
style of frame pertains to ride 
quality. After two rides aboard 
the Dura-Ace Di2-equipped 
model, our tester noted a bit of 
front-end flex, but nothing too 
alarming or off-putting. “Any 
perceived front-end flex was 
more than compensated for 
by the incredibly stiff bottom 
bracket area, which results 
in immediate power transfer 
when stomping on the ped-
als,” he commented. Cross-
wind stability while riding in 
the aerobars was decent, but 
railing corners at speed isn’t 
in this bike’s wheelhouse. The 
unadulterated straight-line 
speed of the One combined 
with its ingenious hydration 
system and triathlon-friendly 
geometry make it a threat to 
the status quo and a top pick 
for triathletes hunting PR’s next 
season. 

On her: Pearl Izumi Women’s P.R.O. Speed Jersey ($135) and Select In-R-Cool Short ($80, Pearlizumi.com); 
On him: Zoot Cycle Ali’i Jersey ($85) and Cycle Ali’i 10” Bib ($125, Zootsports.com)

Evan Rudd raced his first multisport event when he was 3 years old at a fiercely contested 
Trike-N-Trot. He is currently transitioning from short-course racing to the Ironman distance with 
the goal of qualifying for Kona in 2016.

the
draw
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In reality, many of them get just 
as nervous as you, are equally 
anxious about not meeting ex-
pectations, have low confidence 
and do absolutely nothing 
about it. Here’s a rundown of 
the most common psycholog-
ical hang-ups that plague us 
all—from triathlon newbies to 
seasoned pros.  

I don’t cope well with injury. 
I’m amazed at the number of 
triathletes who are so goal-ori-
ented when it comes to their 
training but suddenly become 
unfocused and apathetic when 
dealing with an injury. Refuse 
to become a passive patient by 
applying a “training mindset” 
to rehab. Hustle. Accept that 
the rollercoaster of emotion 
is a normal adaptive response 
that shouldn’t be ignored or 
ridiculed. Research suggests 
that many injured athletes ex-
perience a “grief response” (see 
five steps of grief below)—this 
is normal.

Denial: “It’s not that bad. I can 
train through it.”  
What to do about it: Use 
third-person thinking. What 
advice would you give to an-
other athlete in the same sit-
uation? Focus on how a small 
hiatus from your training could 
keep you from losing your en-
tire season. 
Anger: “Why me? I can’t be-
lieve this is happening now! 
I’m so pissed!” 

A sports psychologist tells you how 
to overcome the most common 
psychological road blocks and 

unleash your true triathlon potential.

BY SIMON MARSHALL, PH.D.
ILLUSTRATION BY DREW BARDANA

BOOST 
YOUR

MUSCLE
MENTAL 

A big 
misconception 
about elite 
triathletes is 
that they’re 
mentally tough. What to do about it: Let your-

self get mad. Verbalize your 
feelings with intensity and 
gusto. For some, meditation 
works better. Either way, give 
yourself permission to embrace 
the feelings and process them.
Bargaining: You try to cut 
deals. “If I do 20 percent more 
than my PT suggested, I’ll be 
back even quicker. If I can just 
find another specialist who …” 
What to do about it: Recognize 
when you’ve started to shop 
around for medical advice that 
agrees with you. There’s a fine 
line between hustling and re-
fusing to accept facts. 
Depression: You might feel in-
credibly sad, irritable, pessimis-
tic or unpredictably anxious. 
The difference between this 
and clinical depression is that 
these feelings should go away 
when the injury has healed. For 
long-lasting or chronic injuries, 
athletes are susceptible to lin-
gering in this stage the longest. 
What to do about it: Become 
a scheduling ninja. Get jobs 
done that you’ve been putting 
off, focusing specifically on the 
time when you know you’re 
going to be vulnerable. Reward 
yourself with feel-good treats 
like a massage or spa treatment 
(avoid using unhealthy food as 
a reward). 
Acceptance: We’re at peace 
with our injury and we’ve come 
to terms with what’s wrong and 
what we need to do about it. 
What to do about it: Nothing. 
You’re home free.

T R I ATH L E T E.COM  7 3  
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I can’t let go of bad races.
You’ve spent months preparing for a race. You’re fit, healthy and 
tapered. Expectations are high. And then it happens: You have a 
crappy race. Race morning is wet and cold. Your goggles get knocked 
off. You cramp on the run. Perhaps nothing specific happens at 
all; you’re just bewilderingly slow on the day. Letting go of the 
past needs to be learned because we’re biologically wired to focus 
on things that go wrong and gloss over stuff that goes right. This 
wiring helps our brain adjust future thinking and behavior. If you 
have trouble letting go, try this strategy:  

Verbalize your anger or frustration. Releasing anger through 
physical aggression is ineffective. However, what does work is 
verbalizing it because it connects the emotional outlet (verbal) with 
the thing that caused it (describing the events). So go on, scream 
and shout about what just happened. 

Determine if the cause was within your control. Think through all 
the elements that contributed to the bad race and categorize each as 

either “within my control” 
or “not within my control.” 
For example, cramping on 
the run might have been 
caused by poor nutrition 
on the bike but was exacer-
bated by the hot conditions. 
That’s one cause under each 
column. Now go through 
each within-my-control 
item and devise a strategy 
to reduce the likelihood 
of it happening again. For 
example, to prevent gog-
gles getting knocked off you 

could wear two caps and secure your goggle strap in between them.
Identify a positive from the race. Force yourself to identify at 

least one thing that went well. For example, you had a great swim 
because you found good feet for drafting, controlled your intensity 
and sighted really well. You might have refused to quit and still 
finished (even if slow). That takes mental toughness.

I need more self-belief. 
The judgments we make about ourselves and our abilities can 
be crippling. Distinctions between terms like self-confidence, 
self-esteem and self-belief are important because they reflect 
different bugs in our operating system that require different 
solutions. The first step is to understand and isolate the problem, 
and for that we need a metaphor. 

The Me-Tree. Think of your entire self-judgment system as a 
tree. The roots are akin to your self-worth—deeply held feelings 
about your value as a person. It’s not about what you do but who 
you are and what’s important. Self-worth is shaped most strongly 
by your childhood experiences. When your self-worth is influ-
enced by external factors (i.e., you’re living with exposed roots), it 
can be very harmful to mental health. If you constantly compare 
yourself to other athletes and conclude that losing makes you feel 
worthless as a person, it should be clear why this is damaging. 

The trunk represents your self-esteem. Even though your 
self-esteem is attached to your self-worth, it’s above ground and 
more influenced by current experience. It reflects the thoughts 
and beliefs about yourself based on what you’ve accomplished. 
Triathletes with low self-esteem tend also to notice it affects other 
aspects of their life. 

The tree branches equate to self-confidence—the thoughts about 

what you think you can actually do. Even though low confidence 
can affect other parts of your life, it rarely impacts everything if 
your self-esteem is robust. For example, you might be extremely 
confident as a marketing manager, but lack confidence as an athlete. 

At the end of the branches are the leaves, or what psycholo-
gists refer to as self-efficacy, your confidence to complete very 
specific tasks. For example you might have high self-confidence 
as a triathlete, but relatively low self-efficacy in the swim, or even 
more specifically, the swim start. 

To help with self-judgment problems, you first need to know 
how deep on the Me-Tree the problem goes. Low self-worth and 
self-esteem is best dealt with using strategies to manage the inner 
critic, or the voice that is constantly reprimanding you for screwing 
up and not being good enough. Because your inner critic is a lot like 
a computer operating system, it sometimes needs professional help 
to re-write to include more self-compassion and self-acceptance. A 
great first step is to get involved with activities that support your 
value system, like volunteering and helping others. Conversely, 
if you just have low self-efficacy, it’s a fairly straightforward fix: 
Give yourself lots of opportunity to experience success. Constantly 
training with people faster than you does little to help you feel 
successful. Another strategy is to watch other athletes of similar 
ability tackle the challenge you’re worried about. If you’re a gen-
erally confident swimmer but lack self-efficacy to join a Masters 
swim group, try watching a session before joining in, and then 
jump in a slower lane so you can finish feeling good.  

I’m not a natural athlete. 
Talent is vastly overrated. Sporting history is littered with tales 
of the misfit toys who succeeded despite their lack of physical 
prowess, unorthodox technique or decidedly average lab data. 
What is often masquerading behind statements about not being a 
“natural athlete” is a much darker admission: Poor performance 
is not my fault. 

How we explain the reason for things happening is called 
our attributional style. For the vast majority of us, our brains are 
biased to take personal credit for success and externalize reasons 
for failure. Ask a triathlete to explain the reasons for a poor per-
formance and you might notice a pattern: I forgot my nutrition, I 
dropped my chain, I got beaten up in the swim, the marshal sent 
me off course, and on it goes. Some people will consistently blame 
external factors, whereas others will do the exact opposite (I’m 
not fit enough, good enough, talented enough). A hallmark of the 
mentally tough is the ability to correctly identify the reasons why 
things happen—and this takes training. 

As a triathlete, it’s important to attribute correctly because it 
focuses your effort on things you can control. “Control the con-
trollables” remains one of the single most important pieces of 
advice there is. There will always be something that can derail the 
perfect plan, but there are two factors that are entirely immune to 
all outside forces: your effort and your attitude. If you approach 
every training session and race with effort and attitude in mind, you 
will always have control over the outcome. For your next training 
session or race, here’s a new way of framing success: 
1. Did I fully commit to it? Was I brave enough to give it every-

thing I had? (Effort goal) 
2. Was I grateful and positive? Did I take time to appreciate 

where I was and what I was doing? Could I identify three 
positive things about my performance that I was responsible 
for? (Attitude goal)

It takes practice to fully embrace this new philosophy but once 
you get there, that monkey you’ve been carrying will finally climb 

If you approach 
every training 
session and race 
with effort and 
attitude in mind, 
you will always 
have control over 
the outcome. 
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off your back. Ask my wife, Lesley Paterson, a three-time off-road 
triathlon world champion. When she finally cracked this one, 
she started winning. To remind herself that effort and attitude are 
king, she scrawls “Be Brave” (her effort cue) and “I am Free” (her 
attitude cue) on her forearms before every big race. 

I mentally quit during races. I need to get more fight!
If you have a tendency to mentally throw in the towel when the 
going gets tough, there’s a good chance you’re trying to protect 
something. You might start soft pedaling, stop pushing or you just 
keep thinking about why you don’t want to be there: It’s cold. The 
race doesn’t matter. I want to save my legs. Oh, let the fast girls go. 
You can give a million logical reasons why you’re not fully com-
mitting, but unless there’s something that is physically threatening 
(e.g., injury pain or sickness), these other explanations are usually 
a smoke screen. Here’s what’s probably going on:
Your ego. Listen, it takes guts to lay it all out there. Why? Because 
we risk the ultimate judgment if it still isn’t enough. If I give it 
everything for everyone to see and I still fall short, then what? What 
does that say about me and my ability? What will others think? 
What to do about it: Train yourself to recalibrate how you define 
success and failure. This doesn’t mean that finish place and podiums 
are unimportant, just that during the race (or training session) you 
only focus on things that are always in your control: your effort 
and your attitude. Notice a pattern here? 
You don’t like to hurt. In reality, nobody does. It’s the biochemical 
and psychological satisfaction that comes after you have “embraced 

the suck” that’s so powerful. This 
is how we redraw the boundaries 
of what’s possible and build con-
fidence. This is not to be confused 
with pushing through injury pain. 
What to do about it: The only way 
to learn how to cope with the suck 
is to force yourself to experience 
it. Two strategies that work in the 
hurt locker are: (1) Segmenting. Use 
distance or time markers to carve 
up the session so your head only 
has to cope with small periods of 
pain at a time. If it’s a brutal 5-min-
ute hill repeat, think only about the 
next 100 yards; and (2) Counting. 
Like Rain Man. Counting works 
because your brain finds it easy, 

there’s an explicit sense of progress (numbers go up or down), and 
the repetition can help you get into a hypnotic state. 

 
Dr. Simon Marshall is a former Category 1 road cyclist, a current 
age-group triathlete and an international expert in mental tough-
ness. Marshall has a B.S. in sports science, a master’s degree in 
kinesiology and a Ph.D. in sport and exercise psychology. With his 
wife, three-time XTERRA world champion Lesley Paterson, he runs 
Braveheart Coaching and Team Braveheart (Braveheartcoach.com).

QUICK TIP 
Follow the “Mori-
son rule” (named 
after Braveheart 
athlete Elaine 
Morison)—never 
let yourself quit 
on an uphill. Put 
off decisions 
about quitting 
until you get to 
easy parts of the 
course. You’ll be 
amazed by how 
effective this 
simple strategy 
is for staying in 
the game.
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the

70.3 Run Plan
Can’t seem to fi nish strong? This 
six-week run-focused plan will 

change that.



TThis six-week program 
is for athletes who are 
looking for a break-
through on the run in 
the 70.3 distance. It is 
for individuals who 
have a strong base 
established, and who 
perhaps are in need of 
a mid-season six-week 
block after their fi rst or 
second races of the year 
have failed to meet their 
expectations.  

Sessions are based 
primarily on perceived 
exertion with some 
key goal pace sets 
worked in. It is mostly 
strength-oriented and 
for the athlete who has 
the ability to train twice 
a day. The layout of the 
plan is focused on the 
run but uses the swim 
and bike workouts stra-
tegically as set-up and 
recovery sessions, so 
it’s important to follow 
the workout order if 
possible.»
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WEEK 1
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

SWIM 
4000, long 
aerobic with 
100s, 200s, 
300s

BIKE 1:00–
1:30, trainer 
set with hills 
or strength 
endurance

OPTIONAL 
RUN Off the 
bike, 20 min

A.M. RUN Fartlek as 15 min 
warm-up, then: 
 2x15 sec hard/15 sec easy
 2x30 sec hard/30 sec easy
 2x45 sec hard/45 sec easy
 1x1 min hard/1 min easy
 2x45 sec hard/45 sec easy
 2x30 sec hard/30 sec easy
 2x15 sec hard/15 sec easy
15 min cool-down jog

P.M. RUN 45–60 min OR 
BIKE 1:30

Note: Second run only for those 
athletes with a strong base.

BIKE Up to 
2:00. Build 
or long 
aerobic 
threshold.
Intervals: 
Prefer a 
build ride 
to fl ush out 
yesterday’s 
run(s).

SWIM 
3000, 
speed with 
fast 25s

RUN Fartlek as 15 min warm-up, then:
 1 min hard/1 min easy
 2 min hard/2 min easy
 3 min strong/3 min easy
 4 min strong/4 min easy
 3 min strong/3 min easy
 2 min hard/2 min easy
 1 min hard/1 min easy
 15 min cool-down jog
Note: A good judge of when you go 
from “hard” (aerobic threshold) to 
“strong” (anaerobic threshold) is that 
you can still speak, but it is hard to 
complete a sentence.

BIKE 1:00–1:30 low heart rate OR 
SWIM 3000, strength

SWIM 
4000, 
including 
40x50, 
20x100 
or 
10x200

SWIM 
3000, 
mixed set

BIKE 
3:00–
4:00 with 
last hour 
slightly 
more effort, 
going by 
feel

RUN 2:00 
easy or 
1:30 easy 
then push 
the last 30 
min as you 
feel, but no 
harder than 
comfortably 
uncomfort-
able.

OPTIONAL 
BIKE 1:00 
OR SWIM 
3000

WEEK 2
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

SWIM 3000–
4000, long aer-
obic with 300s, 
400s or 800s

BIKE 2:00 with 
Olympic to 70.3 
race-pace efforts

RUN 1:00, build. Start easy 
and build every couple miles. 
Finish at or near threshold.

BIKE 1:00–1:30, strength 
endurance. Can be a hilly 
ride or intervals at a low 
heart rate.

SWIM 
4000, 
hard

BIKE 
1:00–2:00, 
time-trial 
work

RUN 
30–45 min 
off the bike

RUN Fartlek as 15 
min warm-up with 
pick-ups, then 15x3 
min at 70.3 goal pace 
or effort with 1 min 
jog recovery, 10 min 
cool-down jog

SWIM 3000, strength

BIKE 4:00, 
long ride, 
hilly, with 
low heart 
rate and low 
cadence 

SWIM 3000 
mixed set

RUN 1:30 build as:
 45 min easy 
 45 min build 
15-15-15, fi nishing 
at or above 70.3 
effort

OPTIONAL BIKE 
1:00–1:30 

WEEK 3
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

SWIM 
4000, hard

OPTIONAL 
BIKE 1:00

A.M. RUN Hill reps. 
Intermediate, do 2 rounds; 
advanced, do 3 rounds. 
10x30 sec hill reps. Run 
strong up/easy jog down. 
Think strong not fast on 
gradient of 5–7%. Jog 10 min 
easy between sets. 15 min 
cool-down jog.

P.M. BIKE 1:15. 15 min easy 
then 1 hour build every 20 min 
with the last 20 at 70.3 effort

A.M. RUN 40 min, 
easy

P.M. SWIM 3000–
3500 with main set of 
30x25 as 25 fast/25 
easy with 15 sec rest
RUN Straight after 
swim as 20 min easy, 
then 15 min building 
every 5 min, fi nishing 
nearly all-out. 5 min 
cool-down jog

SWIM 
4000, long 
aerobic with 
main set of 
8x400 pull

BIKE 2:00 
with strength 
endurance 
intervals

RUN 2:00 
very easy, 
talking pace

OPTIONAL 
SWIM 2000 
with some 
kicking OR 
BIKE 1:00

SWIM 3000 with 
some race effort 
such as 3x500, 
2x1000 or 2000 
straight with choice 
of swim or pull

BIKE 3:00 with 
3x30 min building 
to 70.3 effort in the 
last 10 min of each 
effort. 10 min easy 
between each effort

RUN Fartlek as 
15 min warm-up, 
then 10x6 min at 
70.3 goal pace 
or effort with 
2 min easy jog 
after each effort. 
10–15 min cool-
down jog
 
OPTIONAL 
SWIM 3000 OR 
BIKE 1:00–1:30 

KEY WORKOUT TERMS:
Strength endurance: Aerobic low/big gear work (aka over gear work) that 
can be 5–45 minutes long, with a cadence of 45–75 RPM, depending on the 
duration of workout or interval
Build: Start very easy and increase to aerobic threshold or comfortably 
uncomfortable pace for the second half of the session 
Aerobic threshold: About 70% of your VO2max or 75% of your working 
heart rate
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WEEK 4
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

SWIM 3500 
short speed set 
including main 
set of 2 rounds 
of 10x50 as 25 
fast/25 easy 
with 15 sec rest 
and 3x200 pull 
in between sets

BIKE Main set 
of 30x1 min 
big gear, 1 min 
easy

RUN Treadmill tempo as 
15 min easy, then set the 
gradient at 2–3% and run 
30 min easy. After 30 min 
of hill climb, set it to zero 
gradient and do 30 min 
building pace every 5–10 
min with the last few min-
utes near 10K race effort. 
10 min cool-down.

BIKE 1:00, easy

SWIM Big 
swim day. 
Choice:
 30–40 x 
100
 15–20 x 
200
 12–15 x 
300

OPTIONAL 
RUN 20–
30 min, 
easy

A.M. BIKE 
2:00 total, 
including 
a main set 
of 6–8 x 5 
min hard/3 
min easy or 
12–15 x 3 
min hard/2 
min easy

P.M. RUN 
45 min, easy

RUN 1:00. 15 
min jog warm-
up, then 20–30 
min of 30 sec 
hard/30 sec 
easy. 15 min 
cool-down jog

SWIM With 
main set of 100, 
200, 300, 400 
swim. 300, 200, 
100 pull 8x75 
as 25 easy/25 
fast/25 easy

BRICK 
BIKE 3:00 easy 
on rolling hills if 
possible. Keep 
the cadence 
75–80 RPM and 
60ish on any 
climbs. RUN 
Off the bike 
as 5K at race 
effort/5K easy 
jog. Practice 
race-day nutri-
tion today!

RUN 1:50, longer tempo 
30 min easy jog. 30 min 
at 15–20 sec per mile 
slower than 70.3 effort 
or goal pace. 5 min jog 
easy. 20 min at 10–15 sec 
per mile slower than 70.3 
effort or goal pace. 5 min 
jog easy. 10 min 5–10 sec 
per mile slower than 70.3 
effort or goal pace. 10 
min jog cool-down

SWIM 2000–3000 
recovery with kicking

WEEK 5
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

SWIM 4000 
mixed set, 
pace and 
strength:
 800 pull, 
8x100 swim
 600 pull, 
6x100 swim
 400 pull, 
4x100 swim
 200 pull, 
2x100 swim

A.M. RUN Short fartlek as:
 15 min warm-up jog
 2x15 sec hard/15 sec easy
 2x30 sec hard/30 sec easy
 2x45 sec hard/45 sec easy
 1 min hard/1 min easy
 2x45 sec hard/45 sec easy
 2x30 sec hard/30 sec easy
 2x15 sec hard/15 sec easy
 15 min cool-down jog

P.M. BIKE With main set of 
20x1 min big gear, 1 min 
easy

SWIM 3000–
4000 with main 
set of 30–40 x 
50 at race effort 
with 5–10 sec 
rest

BIKE 1:30–2:00 
with up to 1:00 
of work at race 
effort. Example: 
5–6 x 10 min 
with 5 min rest or 
7–8 x 7 min with 
3 min rest

RUN Fartlek 
as 15 min 
warm-up 
with pick-ups, 
then 15x3 
min at 70.3 
goal pace or 
effort with 1 
min jog rest. 
10 min cool-
down jog

SWIM 
3000, 
strength

SWIM 3000 
speed set, 3 
rounds of 8x50 
hard with 20 
sec rest/200 
pull after the 
50s, rest as 
desired

BIKE 1:30 as 
you feel. Start 
easy and build 
second half no 
harder than 
race effort.

BRICK 
BIKE 2:30 
aerobic on hilly 
terrain if possible 
or push the gears 
so cadence is 
less than 80 
RPM RUN Off 
the bike as 5 
min easy then 
10 min as 20 
sec hard/40 sec 
easy. 5 min cool-
down jog

RUN 1:30. Start 
very easy for fi rst 
45 min. Then build 
last 30–40 min to a 
comfortably uncom-
fortable effort. No 
harder! Can simply 
jog if you feel like 
jogging.

OPTIONAL SWIM 
Up to 3000. Open 
water if possible or 
mix of swim/kick/
drill

WEEK 6
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

SWIM 4000 
choice, include 
20x100, 
10x200 or 
5x400

RUN 30 min, 
easy

BIKE 1:30 with some 
over gear work such 
as 5–6 x 5 min, 8–10 
x 3 min or 20–30 x 1 
min with equal rest as 
interval time

SWIM 2000 easy 
with some fast 25s

SWIM 3000 
with main set 
of 100, 200, 
300, 400 
swim, 300, 
200, 100 pull

BRICK 
BIKE 1:15 as 30 min easy, 
30 min build, fi nish at race 
effort. 15 min cool-down.
RUN Off the bike as 5 min 
easy, 4x3 min race effort/3 
min easy. 5 min cool-down 

SWIM 
3000 with 
main set 
of 8x100 
building 
every 2

BRICK 
BIKE 1:00 including 4x1 
min pick-ups with 3 min 
easy between each RUN 
Off the bike 15 min 

OPTIONAL SWIM 20 
min open water OR pool
6–8 x 200 easy

RACE 
DAY!

Scott DeFilippis is a professional triathlete 
and coach with an Ironman personal best of 
8:09 and a marathon best of 2:43 off the bike. 
He credits Brett Sutton as his greatest mentor 
after working with him for fi ve years as an 
athlete and coach. DeFilippis has helped doz-
ens of athletes qualify for both the Ironman 
70.3 and Ironman World Championships. He  
can be reached at scott.defi lippis@gmail.com.

*
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BY KIM McDONALD 

Daniela Ryf, last 
year’s Ironman 

70.3 world 
champion, 

never imagined 
success at the 

Ironman distance 
would come so 
quickly. “I was 

a bit surprised,” 
admits the modest 

28-year-old who 
arrived on the Big 
Island for the fi rst 
time last October, 
led the women’s 

race on the Queen 
K Highway for 

most of the day 
and ended up 
as the runner-

up in the 2014 
Ironman World 
Championship. 

“I was always 
interested to see 
what I could do 
in long course, 
but I was never 

planning to do it 
this quickly.”
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short-c�rse specialist 
with two Olympic appearances, Ryf had hopes 
at the end of 2013 to qualify for another spot 
on the Swiss Olympic team when her new 
coach, Brett Sutton, convinced her to pursue 
a different path. 

“Brett told me quite quickly that long dis-
tance would be good for me and that’s why 
last year we changed the whole plan,” she 
says. “The goal last year was just to do 70.3 
worlds in Canada. But through the season he 
changed things around and suddenly he was 
talking about Kona and that’s why I did it. 

He was kind of forcing me a little bit and told me I should 
take the chance.”

As an ITU athlete, Ryf represented Switzerland in the 
2008 and 2012 Olympics, finishing seventh in Beijing and 
40th in London. In 2010, she was third in the inaugural ITU 
Sprint Distance Triathlon World Championships.

A strong swimmer-cyclist, Ryf’s running times could 
occasionally match the best ITU athletes in the world. 
But although she never developed into an Olympic med-
al contender, Darren Smith, who coached Sweden’s Lisa 
Norden to a silver medal in the London Olympics, noticed 
a few things about Ryf when he coached her to her best 
Olympic finish in 2008.

“Truth be told,” says Smith about Ryf’s rare cycling 
strength and ability to suffer, “we didn’t do much riding. 
She had a massive turn of speed, but also a body type that 
was very robust and did not injure easily. … She is one of 
the best athletes I have ever worked with—period.” Another 
mark of her champion pedigree, Smith says, is her ability to 
perform when it counts. “I’ve only met a handful of them 
and they are ferocious racers who are tactically astute and 
deliver amazing things,” adds Smith. “All said and done, 
[she was] the perfect athlete to step up to long course when 
the time was right.”

Norden, a long-time friend and former training partner, 
isn’t surprised that Ryf has adapted so well to the iron 
distance. “I rarely get challenged on the bike in training,” 
she says, “but Daniela is the one who has made me suffer 
at times. She is one of the strongest girls I know in a no-
fuss-just-get-this-done kind of way.”

With Sutton’s guidance and prodding, Ryf did her first 
Ironman last July at Ironman Switzerland in Zurich. She 
won handily in 9:13, 15 minutes faster than the second-place 
finisher, six-time Ironman world champion Natascha Bad-
mann, the original Swiss Miss of Ironman.

“I was quite scared actually,” Ryf admits. “But Brett just 
said my body is made for Ironman because I’m quite strong, 
I’m a good cyclist and I can still run well off a hard bike. 
This was always a real challenge for me in the [ITU] World 
Cup races because if you’re a good cyclist sometimes it 
doesn’t really matter and you just have to be fast [on] the 
run. I’ve never been super fast, but I can hold a good pace 
for a long time, and that’s a big thing for Ironman. After 
Zurich, I started to realize this distance suits me quite well 
and then I really started to enjoy it.”

Ryf’s quick success at the highest levels of Ironman com-
petition brings obvious comparisons to four-time Ironman 
world champion Chrissie Wellington, who was also guided 
by Sutton and whom Ryf considers her inspiration. 

“I actually don’t know Chrissie,” Ryf says, “but she was in 
Kona last year cheering for me on the run, so that was quite 
inspirational. I have a lot of respect for her and what she did.”

Will Ryf become the next Chrissie Wellington? Can she 
win both this year’s Ironman 70.3 World Championship 
and the Ironman World Championship—a double achieved 
by only one other female athlete, Leanda Cave, in 2012? 

Her coach is taking a wait-and-see approach. “I keep away 
from comparisons until they start winning the big ones,” 
Sutton says. “Yes, Dani has huge potential. For now it’s up 
to her to continue to improve and use it.”

Except for a longer build-up for Kona, Sutton says that 
there’s not much he’ll change in Ryf’s training this summer 
after the Ironman European Championship in Frankfurt, 
Germany, which she won in July with a course record-setting 
8:51:00. Their summer training base in the alpine village 
of St. Moritz, Switzerland, should prepare her well for the 
mountainous terrain of 70.3 worlds in Zell Am See, Austria.

“Dani just needs to continue what she did last year,” he 
says. “Her race [at Kona] was brilliant and one of the best 
debut performances we’ve ever seen. She had a couple of 
mental downs at critical periods. However, we are working 
at making sure that we have improved in these areas.”

Ryf bonked and cramped coming out of the Energy Lab 
with 12 kilometers to go in the marathon after she went 
too quickly through the aid stations and dropped two bars 
and two gels, a critical mistake she says she won’t make 
again this year. 

Her goal in Kona after what she hopes will be another 
success at the Ironman 70.3 World Championship is simple: 
To have a “Chrissie-like” ride on the Kona bike course, then 
back it up with a much faster marathon than last year’s 
3:07. “I want to have a marathon where I can look back 
and think, ‘Whoa, I felt good.’ That’s my goal.” she says. 
“Then I think anything will be possible.” 



“SHE IS ONE OF THE 
BEST ATHLETES I 
HAVE EVER WORKED 
WITH—PERIOD.”
—COACH DARREN SMITH
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THE BE
ST THING SINCE ROADSTHE BE
ST THING SINCE ROADSTHE BE
ST THING SINCE ROADS

Off-road running can bust you out of a running 
rut, invigorate your passion for going long, and 
make you a stronger all-around runner.

Get a head start with ••• ••• • • • , a fun, 
illustrated guide that dishes the dirt on all 
things trail running. From choosing the 
right gear to handling wildlife and weather, 
••• ••• • • •  will bring you up to speed for 
jaunts off the beaten path to full-on miles
 in the mountains.

Running is fun, 
but trail running is bliss. 

THE BE
ST THING SINCE ROADS

• • • •• • • • • •• • •  in bookstores, running shops, and online. 

See a preview at 
velopress.com/trail. 
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FRUIT 
PUNCH

It only looks like candy—these new energy-
packed bites contain ingredients to fuel hard-
working muscles and satisfy your sweet tooth. 

BY BETHANY LEACH MAVIS

SKRATCH LABS 
FRUIT DROPS
These new chews, 
fl avored with real fruit, 
were a big hit in the 
taste test. The gummy 
drops are covered in a 
sugary coating, which 
gives them texture and 
keeps them from getting 
sticky or waxy. Both the 
raspberry and orange 
options get their fl avor 
from real-food ingre-
dients such as sugar, 
tapioca syrup and grape 
juice concentrate. In 
each fi ve-chew serving 
(two per pouch) are 80 
calories, 20 grams of 
carbs and electrolytes. 
$2.45, Skratchlabs.com

HONEY STINGER ORGANIC 
ENERGY CHEWS
The tangy grapefruit 
fl avor has been added 
to Honey Stinger’s lineup 
of organic chews, which 
are made with honey 
and tapioca syrup (with 
naturally occurring fi ber 
and protein) and are 
fortifi ed with vitamin C. 
These all-natural chews 
have multiple carbohy-
drate sources, and we 
love that they’re easier to 
chew thanks to a smaller 
size and softer texture. 
The grapefruit is less 
sweet than the other fl a-
vors without being tart. 
Each package contains 
160 calories and 39 
grams of carbohydrates 
plus electrolytes. $2.25, 
Honeystinger.com

QUIC DISC 
SIMPLY CARBS
These tasty tablets are 
an interesting alterna-
tive to chewable sports 
nutrition, as they contain 
carbs and are similar 
in taste to a SweeTart 
candy—just not quite as 
tart. They're ideal for ath-
letes who struggle with 
gooey gels and chewy 
textures. Available in 
four fl avors (orange was 
the collective favorite), 
each four-tablet serving 
contains 70 calories, 
16 grams of carbs plus 
electrolytes. These come 
in a convenient 10-tablet 
tube. $16 for eight tubes, 
Quicdisc.com

BONK BREAKER 
ENERGY CHEWS
Known for its energy 
and protein bars made 
with real-food ingre-
dients, Bonk Breaker 
recently added energy 
chews to the lineup. The 
chews are made with 
organic ingredients, such 
as tapioca syrup and 
sugar, and are available 
in a caffeine-free orange 
tangerine and caffeinat-
ed (from tea) strawberry. 
Both fl avors tasted more 
like a fruit snack than 
sports nutrition, and they 
had an easy-to-chew tex-
ture. Each serving (two 
per package) contains 
90 calories, 24 grams 
of carbs, vitamin C and 
electrolytes. $2.50, 
Bonkbreaker.com
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BRUSSELS SPROUTS
Brussels sprouts are one fall and winter vegetable that doesn’t ever 

seem to lose its appeal. And why should they when they provide a long 
list of health benefits? Most notably, they are loaded with antioxidants 
and vitamins C and K, making them powerful immunity boosters and 

recovery aids. They also contain a significant amount of fiber, which helps 
to keep hunger away, promote digestive health and lower cholesterol. 
Simply roasting Brussels sprouts, bringing out their hearty flavor and 
crispy golden leaves, is a great way to spruce up your plate, but try 

experimenting with them using these recipes. BY JESSICA CERRA

Four ways to use …

Jessica Cerra is the owner of Fit Food by Jess, a private chef and catering company in Encinitas, Calif., and the co-founder of 
Harmony Bar. A former professional XTERRA triathlete, Cerra now races for Twenty16 Women's Professional Cycling Team. 

Find 150 more of Cerra's recipes online at Triathlete.com/recipes.
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Balsamic Roasted Brussels 
Sprouts, Radicchio and 
Pancetta Rigatoni 
Roasting Brussels sprouts and 
radicchio with balsamic vin-
egar caramelizes and brings 
out some sweetness in these 
typically bitter veggies. Heat 
oven to 450 degrees. Line two 
rimmed baking sheets with 
foil and non-stick cooking 
spray. Cut 1 large head of 
radicchio into 6 wedges 
(keeping the cores intact) and 
8 ounces Brussels sprouts 
into quarters and combine 
in a large bowl. Toss with 
¼ cup balsamic vinegar, 2 
tablespoons olive oil, 1 table-
spoon chopped fresh thyme, 
1 teaspoon sea salt and ½ 
teaspoon pepper. Spread 
evenly on baking sheets and 
roast for 10 minutes, toss and 
roast 5–10 minutes longer, 
until golden and starting to 
soften. Once roasted, roughly 
chop the radicchio wedges. In 
the meantime cook ¾ pound 
rigatoni according to package 
directions, drain and place 
back in pot. In a large sauce-
pan, sauté 6 ounces diced 
pancetta for 5–6 minutes, un-
til crisp and golden. Transfer 
to a paper towel-lined plate. 
In the same pan, immediately 
add 2 large sliced shallots 
and sauté 2 minutes. Add 
1 cup low-sodium chicken 
broth and simmer for 5 min-
utes, until reduced by half. 
Pour this mixture, along with 
the sprouts, radicchio and 
pancetta, into the pasta pot 
and stir until well combined. 
Top each serving with 3–4 
large shavings of pecorino 
Romano cheese.
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Created specifi cally to help women recover from workouts, OSMO WOMEN'S PROTEIN DRINK is now 
available in a white mocha fl avor (also in honey & spice). Designed by exercise physiologist and athlete 
Stacy Sims, Ph.D., the drink is specially formulated with a three-to-one protein-to-carbohydrate ratio, with 
20 grams of protein per serving, to promote muscle synthesis and optimize training by reducing the impact 
of hormones (specifi cally progesterone and estrogen) on athletic performance. The drink is made with whey 
protein and fl avored with espresso powder, vanilla bean powder and cinnamon, and we appreciated the 
mild spiced coffee fl avor and zero aftertaste. It's ideal for blending into smoothies with fl avored yogurt or 
mixed into almond milk. $36 for 12 single-serve packets, Osmonutrition.com  —BETHANY LEACH MAVIS

LOVING 
this month!
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Brussels Sprouts Flatbread 
Serve as a fl avorful appe-
tizer or fuel up with this 
meal before a hefty training 
session. Heat oven to 425 de-
grees. Shape store-bought or 
homemade pizza dough into 
a rectangle shape on a large 
baking sheet sprinkled with 
cornmeal. Using a fork, poke 
holes in the dough and bake 
for 10 minutes. In a sauce-
pan, sauté 6 fi nely chopped 
sage leaves, 3 cloves minced 
garlic, 1 teaspoon sea salt, 
½ teaspoon fresh cracked 
pepper in 3 tablespoons olive 
oil over medium heat for 5 
minutes (turn heat down if 
garlic starts to burn). Remove 
from heat and toss 2½ cups 
quartered Brussels sprouts 
into the oil mixture. Remove 
the dough from the oven and 
spread the sprouts mixture 
onto it. Evenly dollop 8 
ounces of fresh ricotta cheese 
over the top and sprinkle 
with ¼ cup roughly chopped 
almonds. Bake for 20–25 min-
utes until crust, sprouts and 
ricotta are golden. Sprinkle 
fl atbread with 1/3 cup golden 
raisins and immediately grate 
some Parmesan cheese over 
the top.

Turkey Sausage and Sprout Mini Frittatas 
Try serving on toast, in a wrap or over rice or quinoa for 
a complete breakfast, or eat them individually for a fi lling 
snack. Heat oven to 325 degrees. Prepare a non-stick muffi n 
tin by coating it generously with cooking spray. Heat a large 
skillet over medium-high heat. Remove 8 ounces of turkey 
sausage from the casing and break apart in the skillet using 
a wooden spoon, cooking until golden brown (6–8 minutes). 
Remove and place in a bowl. Add 1 tablespoon olive oil and 
8 ounces quartered Brussels sprouts to the pan. Sprinkle 
with salt and pepper and sauté, stirring often for 6–8 min-
utes, until golden. Add 2 cloves chopped garlic and sauté 
for 30 seconds. Put the sprouts in the bowl with the sausage, 
toss to combine and let cool. In a large bowl, whisk together 
5 eggs, 3 egg whites and 1 cup 1% milk. Whisk in ¼ cup 
Parmesan, Gruyére or Swiss cheese. Divide the egg mixture 
evenly into the muffi n cups. Spoon a scoop of the sausage 
and sprout mixture into each muffi n cup. Bake for 25 
minutes, until puffed up and golden. Let cool in the tin for 5 
minutes, then turn over onto a baking sheet to remove. Store 
in the fridge wrapped individually in plastic wrap. Reheat in 
microwave or toaster oven. Makes 12.

Sesame-Ginger Sprout, 
Pear and Celery Root Slaw
Try using it as a topping on 
tacos or wraps, or as a lighter 
version of coleslaw for barbe-
cue. In a blender combine ¼ 
cup fresh squeezed orange 
juice, 2 tablespoons fresh 
squeezed lemon juice, 2 table-
spoons minced fresh ginger, 
2 tablespoons canola oil and 
1 teaspoon sesame oil. Cut 
the ends off 1 pound Brussels 
sprouts, slice the sprouts 
thinly and transfer to a large 
bowl. Cut 1 red pear into thin 
matchsticks, cut the match-
sticks in half and transfer to 
the bowl with the sprouts. 
Remove the skin from 1 small 
celery root, cut half of the 
root into thin matchsticks, 
cut the matchsticks in half 
and transfer to the bowl. 
Pour the mixture from the 
blender into the bowl and let 
marinate for 30 minutes in 
the fridge. Toss with 2 table-
spoons, each, toasted almond 
slivers and cilantro and 1 
tablespoon toasted sesame 
seeds. Leftovers can be stored 
in the fridge for up to 2 days.
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PLANT 
POWER 

“DON’T FREAK OUT. EATING 
plant-based isn’t a life 
sentence of salad leaf 
dinners,” write Rich 
Roll and Julie Piatt in 
the beginning of their 
new book, The Plant-
power Way ($40, Am-
azon.com), in which 
the husband-wife team shares their journey to 
discovering the benefi ts of following a plant-
based diet. Roll, the author of Finding Ultra, is 
known for being a top Ultraman World Champi-
onship fi nisher (fueled entirely by vegan foods) 
and now a motivational speaker. His wife, Piatt, 
helped his success by creating plant-based rec-
ipes to power him through workouts as well as 
feed their four kids (who, of course, can be tough 
critics). The Plantpower Way serves as not only 
a recipe book (more than 120 recipes), but also 
as a guide for navigating the eating approach—
how to sprout grains, beans and seeds; whether 
to blend or juice—for the whole family. The book 
is “a family celebration of just how dramatically 
our lives have changed in the last decade,” Roll 
and Piatt write, as they invite you into their kitch-
en and home to explain the various nuances of a 
plant-powered diet. The couple shared a home-
made energy bar recipe (at right)—it’s packed 
with nutrients and so tasty that “our kids devour 
them,” Piatt says. —BETHANY LEACH MAVIS

A growing number of athletes are 
fueling their workouts and lifestyle with 
a plant-based diet. A new book from 
endurance athlete Rich Roll can help 
you get started if you’re considering the 
“plantpowered” approach. 

Reprinted from
 The Plantpow

er W
ay by arrangem

ent w
ith A
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ber of Penguin G
roup (U
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) LLC

, A
 Penguin Random
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pany. C

opyright ©
 2015, Rich Roll &

 Julie Piatt

ultra energy bars
Power packed with healthy 

ingredients like nuts, seeds, coconut 
and dried berries that boast a 

plentitude of protein, healthy fats and 
fi ber, these energy boosters will keep 

your engine revving all day long. 
Also great for packing in your child’s 
lunchbox! Eat one of these bars and 

then, as Rich says, get it done.

INGREDIENTS
1 cup raw almonds or walnuts, 
   soaked overnight
¼ cup cacao nibs
¼ cup hemp seeds
¼ cup dried goji berries
2 tablespoons cacao powder
¼ cup coconut, shredded
Pinch large coarse Celtic sea salt
7-8 dates, soaked and pitted

PREPARATION
In a food processor, pulse nuts until 
mealy in texture. Add the cacao nibs, 
hemp seeds, goji berries, cacao 
powder, shredded coconut and sea 
salt to the processor. Pulse again until 
ingredients are well incorporated. With 
the motor running, add one date at a 
time. After seven dates, you will see 
the mixture ball up on one side of the 
bowl. You may need to redistribute the 
mixture and process it again to make 
sure the dates are mixed in. On a piece 
of parchment paper, press the bars in 
an even layer about ¼-inch thick. With 
a knife, score out a grid of rectangular 
shaped pieces approximately 2 inches 
by 3 inches. If desired, press additional 
hemp seeds or shredded coconut on 
the surface. Wrap in parchment paper 
or parchment bags. Take them out on a 
trail run, hike or bike ride to sustain you 
throughout your training session.
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AID STATION

Lauren Antonucci is a board-certifi ed specialist in sports dietetics, three-time Ironman fi nisher and the founding director of Nutrition Energy in New York City.

BUZZWORTHY
When used correctly, caffeine can give you 

a big performance boost on race day. 
BY LAUREN ANTONUCCI, R.D.

IS CAFFEINE DEHYDRATING? In a word, no! All 
regular caffeine drinkers can count your cup(s) 
of Joe or tea as part of your daily fl uids. 

THREE OUT OF FOUR AMERICANS CONSUME 
coffee regularly, and I'd ven-
ture to say triathletes are in line 
with the national average. The 
average consumption is 200 
milligrams of caffeine daily (or 
about two cups of regular drip 
coffee). Here’s what triathletes 
need to know about caffeine’s 
benefi ts, risks and race-day 
performance benefi ts. 

MAJOR BENEFITS
Numerous studies on well-
trained endurance athletes have 
shown positive responses like 
the ones below from about 2 cups 
of coffee (or 1.5–4 milligrams per 
pound of body weight).

Decreased RPE (rate of per-
ceived exertion). Drinking caf-
feine can make you feel like you 
are not working as hard.

Increased time to exhaustion. 
Caffeine has also been shown to 

DRIP COFFEE
8 oz serving

80–135mg of caffeine
2 calories

BLACK TEA
8 oz serving

40–60mg of caffeine
0 calories

ESPRESSO
2 oz serving

100mg of caffeine
6 calories

EXTREME SPORT BEANS
1 pack

50mg of caffeine
100 calories

GU ROCTANE 
ENERGY GEL

1 gel
35mg of caffeine

100 calories

POWERBAR ENERGY 
BLASTS ENERGY CHEWS

6 pieces of regular 
caffeine fl avors

25mg of caffeine
130 calories

TAILWIND CAFFEINE 
ENDURANCE FUEL

1 scoop
35mg of caffeine

100 calories

Many athletes will try to give 
up caffeine in the days leading 
up to a race in hopes of gaining 
the most  “bang for their buck” 
when resuming it on race day. 
However, as most of you who 
have either tried to give up caf-
feine or not taken it in for 1–2 
days are well aware, abruptly 
stopping often leads to with-
drawal symptoms including 
headache and fatigue. You may 
want to gradually decrease your 
caffeine intake over the 4–7 
days prior to your race and then 
re-up your intake to the “opti-
mal dose” of 100–300mg, (1–3 
mg/kg), on race day to maxi-
mize effects. Test this in training 
as you don't want to experiment 
on race day. 

Use the “less is more” ap-
proach when adding caffeine 
to your race-day nutrition plan. 
Many triathletes will drink 
their morning coffee, then in-
clude 1–2 servings of caffeinat-
ed products late in the race to 
offset fatigue. Others will take 
only a small amount pre-race 
and more spread throughout 
the race. Both can work but 
require practice. Keep in mind 
that the side-effects of excessive 
caffeine intake may include ab-
dominal cramping, diarrhea, 
increased blood pressure and 
pulse rate and anxiety.

Unless you have fi ne-tuned 
your specifi c ideal race day 
“caffeine Rx,” most triathletes 
should remember that they will 
already be amped up on race 
morning, so they may want to 
decrease their usual caffeine 
intake by up to 50 percent to 
avoid overexcitement and ex-
cess bowel activity during the 
race. 

spare muscle glycogen, thereby 
boosting endurance. 

WHEN TO CONSUME 
To make the most of its perfor-
mance-enhancing effects, drink-
ing coffee about 1 hour before a 
training session or race is ideal 
for most triathletes. Caffeine is 
absorbed by the stomach and 
small intestine and peaks about 
45–60 minutes after ingestion, 
then lasts for 1–2 hours (or lon-
ger, as individual responses 
vary). The fi rst few days an ath-
lete drinks caffeine, he or she 
may experience a small increase 
in urine output and increased 
blood pressure and pulse rate, in 
addition to increased alertness. 
After about four days a tolerance 
builds, and all effects (good and 
bad) equalize except for the in-
creased stomach acid, which 
persists. 

myth 
BUSTER! 
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INGREDIENTS
6 medium to large bell peppers
1.5 cups ground cooked bison*
1/3 cup cooked quinoa
1/3 cup cooked jasmine rice
1 small onion, diced
1 small fresh fennel bulb, diced
1 small carrot, diced
1 small piece of celeriac  
   (celery root), diced
3 T garlic, minced
Pinch red chili pepper flakes
1 tsp, each, dried basil and dried oregano
1 bunch fresh Italian parsley, chopped
2 T olive oil
1/3 cup grated cheese 
   (any favorite cheese)
½ cup low-sodium beef or chicken 
   stock/broth
Worcestershire sauce, to taste
Zest of 1 lemon
Salt and ground black pepper, to taste
1 can tomato sauce

*Can substitute ground organic turkey or grass-fed beef.

MEET THE TRIATHLETE-CHEF
Chef Shawn Wellersdick has been 
cooking for more than 20 years, 
finding success with numerous 
accolades and awards while own-
ing Port Land Grille (now in its 
15th year) in coastal Wilmington, 
N.C., with his wife, Anne. But 
his lifestyle changed drastically 
several years ago when his moth-
er was diagnosed with cancer. 
“Between the years of long hours, 
late-night eating, excessive drink-
ing and the stress of my mother’s 
cancer and passing, my health 
and weight got out of control,” 
he says. He typically worked 
70-hour weeks and peaked at a 
weight of 232 pounds. In Decem-
ber 2010, Wellersdick bought his 
son (who’d also gained weight 
during the time) and himself gym 
memberships, and cleared the 
house of unhealthy food. He also 
transitioned from an everyday 
line chef position to a managing 
chef role so that he could free 
up more time to train (starting 
with running, and now triathlon) 
and eat healthier meals with his 
family. 

As a result of the lifestyle shift, 
Wellersdick lost 60 pounds and 
finished an Ironman. Unfortu-
nately, his training took a detour 
this year—he was diagnosed with 
neck and throat cancer in January. 
After surgery, chemo and radia-
tion therapy, he started running 
and walking in June. “It’s slow 
going, but I am a very determined 
person,” he says. He was able to 
defer his 2015 Ironman and 70.3 
registrations to 2016—“I will do 
them!” he says.  —BETHANY LEACH MAVIS

DIRECTIONS
Remove tops of bell peppers and 
discard inner seeds. In a heavy-
bottom skillet, brown bison, drain 
and set aside in a mixing bowl. 
To the skillet, add olive oil, onion, 
fennel, carrot, celeriac and spices 
(garlic, chili pepper flakes, basil, 
oregano, parsley) and cook until 
vegetables are soft. Add the 
vegetable mixture to the bison in 
the mixing bowl. Add rice, quinoa, 
cheese, Worcestershire sauce, 
broth, salt, pepper and lemon zest 
(the secret to the dish!) to bowl, 
and mix to combine. Divide and 
stuff bison mixture evenly among 
the six peppers. Place stuffed 
peppers standing up in oven-
safe casserole dish. Pour tomato 
sauce over peppers to cover. 
Place peppers in a pre-heated 
350-degree oven, and bake for 
30–35 minutes. 

BISON-STUFFED PEPPERS
Lean protein and aromatic veggies make for a 
healthy twist on comfort-food flavors.  

notes  
FROM THE 
ATHLETE  

Chef Shawn 
Wellersdick 
loves eating 
this dish as 
a refueling 
meal (or 

a flavorful 
reward!) 

after a big 
workout—
it’s a great 
combo of 

lean proteins, 
healthy fats 
and carbs. 

Plus, it 
makes tasty 
leftovers—

it’s still 
delicious after 

reheating. 





YOGA Your Way

Sage Rountree, America’s leading expert 
on yoga for athletes, shares her fresh, athlete-friendly 
approach to yoga in her colorful new guide Everyday 
Yoga. Sage’s lay-flat book will guide you through 
routines lasting 5 to 50 minutes so you can gain the 
benefits of yoga at home, on your schedule. Featuring 
new routines that develop core strength, range of 
motion, balance, and focus, Everyday Yoga will help 
you become a stronger, healthier athlete.

TRY A YOGA ROUTINE at velopress.com/yoga. 
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triMARKETPLACE

triMARKETPLACE

REACH  
OVER 

90,000 
ACTIVE  

CONSUMERS

ADVERTISE 
HERE

EMAIL: 
Leads@competitorgroup.com

triMARKETPLACE

TO ADVERTISE HERE EMAIL: LEADS@COMPETITORGROUP.COM

TRIATHLON COACHES 
WANTED

Work at a Life Time Fitness and 
build your coaching business.  

Apply Today
www.lifetimeendurance.com

START STRONGER. SWIM FASTER.  
COMPETE HARDER.

• 360° video system & in-pool  
  mirrors
• Advanced diagnostic software  
  to analyze your stroke, 
  providing immediate feedback
• Extensive video library of  
  world-class swimmers for   
  side-by-side comparison

Learn more at swimlabs.com

T-Shirt Quilts

Campus Quilt Co.

800-880-8534
www.CampusQuilt.com

Mention this ad for $10 off.

100% Quilted.
As fast as 2 weeks.

We do all the work for you.

We turn your old t-shirts into a NEW quilt! 

As featured on 

Today Show
Real Simple
Rachael Ray

sizzlefish.com
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PENALTY 

TENT 

At the Ironman and 70.3 in Cairns, pro women Liz Blatchford (full) and Annabel Luxford 
(70.3) got drafting penalties w hile riding near the front of their races, highlighting the 
problem of pro women mixing with age-group men. (Good news, though! See Ironman’s 
change to start times above.)

That’s amore! We’re on board for 
Challenge Venice on June 5, 2016.

I guess when you’re the most dominant 
ITU athlete in the world … Special-
ized made a custom Amira with 
a paint job requested by Jorgensen 
and cool details like world champion 
stripes and her name on the top tube.

To reward athletes for their loyalty 
to the brand, charitable efforts and 
personal stories, Challenge Family 
started a Roth Rewards 
program to give spots to the 
coveted 2016 Challenge Roth (the 
2015 race sold out in 70 seconds!).

We mustache you a question: Is it just 
us or did Jan Frodeno’s aero helmet 
shield at Ironman Frankfurt look like a 
pencil-thin stash? 

One of our fave helmets, the Giro 
Synthe, will now have MIPS 
technology, which provides more 
protection from all sides in impact.

After a little race called the Olympics 
is over, Cozumel will host the ITU 
World Triathlon Series Grand 
Final in 2016.

Life Time awarded a King and 
Queen of the Mountain at its 
Boulder Peak race as well as 
a “Longest Transition” award—
the winner received a lawn chair 
and case of beer. 

I Swim. I Bike. I Run. I Do. 
A couple invited 12 of their 
wedding guests to race with 
them at TriRock Philadelphia the 
morning of their wedding.

GWEN-ZONE
Despite prize purse elimination, 
pro triathletes Angela Naeth, 
Scott DeFilippis, Carrie Lester 
and others competed on 
relay teams in support of 
Race2Rebuild at Challenge 
Atlantic City.

Ironman announced new 
start times for its two world 
championship races that will give 
pro women a more fair start and a 
bigger buffer from the fastest 
age-group men.






